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ABSTRACT
Owens II, Harold. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2016. Provisioning End-
To-End Quality of Service for Real-Time Interactive Video over Software-Defined
Networking. Major Professor: Arjan Durresi.
This thesis contains four interrelated research areas. Before presenting the four
research areas, this thesis presents literature review on Software-Defined Networking
(SDN), a network architecture that allows network operator to manage the network
using high level abstractions. This thesis presents taxonomy for classifying SDN
research.
In research first area, this thesis presents Video over Software-Defined Networking
(VSDN), a network architecture that selects feasible paths using the network-wide
view. This thesis describes the VSDN protocol which is used for requesting service
from the network. This thesis presents the results of implementing VSDN prototype
and evaluates behavior of VSDN. Requesting service from the network requires devel-
oper to provide three input parameters to application programmable interface. The
message complexity of VSDN is linear.
In research second area, this thesis presents Explicit Routing in Software-Defined
Networking (ERSDN), a routing scheme that selects transit routers at the edge of
network. This thesis presents the design and implementation of ERSDN. This thesis
evaluates the effect of ERSDN on the scalability of controller by measuring the control
plane network events—packets. ERSDN reduces the network events in the control
plane by 430%.
In research third area, this thesis presents Reliable Video over Software-Defined
Networking (RVSDN) which builds upon previous work of Video over Software-
Defined Networking (VSDN) to address the issue of finding most reliable path. This
xiii
thesis presents the design and implementation of RVSDN. This thesis presents the
experience of integrating RVSDN into ns-3, a network simulator which research com-
munity uses to simulate and model computer networks. This thesis presents RVSDN
results and analyzes the results. RVSDN services 31 times more requests than VSDN
and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) explicit routing when the reliability con-
straint is 0.995 or greater.
In research fourth area, this thesis presents Multi-Domain Video over Software-
Defined Networking (MDVSDN), a network architecture that selects end-to-end net-
work path or path for real-time interactive video applications across independent
network domains. This thesis describes the architectural elements of MDVSDN. This
thesis presents the results of implementing a prototype of MDVSDN and evaluates
the behavior of MDVSDN. The message complexity of MDVSDN is linear.
The contribution of this thesis lays the foundation for developing a network ar-
chitecture that improves the performance of real-time interactive video applications
by selecting feasible end-to-end multi-domain path among multiple paths using band-
width, delay, jitter, and reliability.
11 INTRODUCTION
”The Holy Grail of computer networking is to design a network that has the flexibility
and low cost of the Internet, yet offers the end-to-end quality-of-service guarantees of
the telephone network.” Srinivasan Keshav
1.1 Overview of Problem
Globally, the Internet Protocol (IP) video traffic such as video on demand (VOD)
and interactive video makes up 67% of IP traffic [1]. The real-time interactive video
applications require end-to-end quality of service (QoS) from the network. The real-
time interactive video applications such as videoconferencing—Google Hangouts and
Microsoft Skype and distance learning require guaranteed bandwidth, bounded de-
lay, and bounded jitter from the network. The real-time interactive video applications
such as telesurgery—remote surgery requires network reliability as well as guaranteed
bandwidth, bounded delay, and bounded jitter. The computer network QoS frame-
works are unable to meet the needs of real-time interactive video applications which
require flow-based end-to-end QoS from the network.
There are four network QoS frameworks that provide QoS for video applications.
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) provides end-to-end QoS for real-time applica-
tion such as video, but ATM for various reasons such as cost, advent of Ethernet,
complex software flow state setup process, and lack of integration standards was
not widely adopted by network community [2]. Integrated Services (IntServ), a flow-
based network architecture, provides end-to-end QoS for real-time and mission critical
applications such as video and voice, but IntServ lacks scalability because the soft
states in network devices need refreshing. IntServ uses message flooding to refresh the
2state of network device. IntServ is unable to explore network paths that differs from
the routing protocol shortest constraint path. Differentiated Services (DiffServ) ad-
dresses IntServ scalability issue using the class based approach where IP prefixes are
aggregated into different classes, increasing network scalability while losing control
over individual network flows. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), a label switch
technique, increases packet switching speed in the core network using hashing and
provides link failover in case of network failures. MPLS requires network operator to
preconfigure links and MPLS lacks real-time path configuration. MPLS is unable to
reject flows and MPLS is unable to guarantee bandwidth and bounded delay.
The QoS frameworks are unable to meet real-time interactive video application
needs. This thesis seeks to develop network architecture that meets real-time inter-
active video application needs. This work builds on Software-Defined Networking
(SDN), a network architecture that increases network programmability. SDN pro-
vides network applications such as traffic engineering and load balancing and services
such as service chaining and wide-area network optimization with programmable net-
work abstractions, network-wide state, and network feedback that allows the network
applications and services to make routing decisions.
The network applications and services provide end-to-end QoS for real-time inter-
active video applications. The network applications and services use feedback from
the network to make decisions including selecting an end-to-end network path or path.
Selecting a path is difficult using the network QoS frameworks. The application-aware
network applications—application that keeps track of application-level characteristics
and network state and use information to provision end-to-end QoS paths are difficult
to design and develop using the network QoS frameworks.
31.2 Motivation
”Constraint based routing evolves from QoS Routing. Given QoS request of a flow
or an aggregation of flows, QoS Routing returns route that is most likely to be able to
meet QoS requirements. Constraint based routing extends QoS Routing by considering
other constraints of network such as policy.” Xipeng Xiao and Lionel M. Ni
Sender Receiver R1 
R3 
R4 R2 
R5 
AS1 
Figure 1.1.: Seven-node IP network with sender and receiver. The routers in au-
tonomous systems one (AS1) are running Open Shortest Path First routing protocol
which determines shortest path between the sender and receiver. The shortest path is
R1-R5, but best path is R1-R2-R4-R5. The routers are unable to select feasible—best
path.
Example. The network operator uses a real-time interactive video application
with QoS constraints—bandwidth, delay, and jitter. The QoS requirements are not
conceived beforehand. The network receives QoS request and provisions network
resources—path.
4In Figure 1.1, the best path for real-time interactive video application is R1-R2-
R4-R5. The network uses IntServ reservation protocols with Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF) routing protocol. If the sender and receiver start a video session, the network
uses shortest path selected by OSPF—R1-R5; therefore, the video packets traverse
path R1-R5 which is two hops. IntServ reservation protocol installs QoS—PATH and
RESV states in R1 and R5; however, the best path for the video application is path
R1-R2-R4-R5.
IntServ reservation protocols make it difficult to select a path that differs from
the shortest path selected by routing protocols—Routing Information Protocol (RIP),
Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) , or OSPF because the routing
protocols select the shortest path for forwarding packets [3]. In Figure 1.1, if link
failure—R1-R5 occurs, the network finds another path. In case of a failure, OSPF
discovers next shortest path which is path R1-R3-R5, in Figure 1.1. After 30 seconds,
IntServ detects failure and provisions another path—R1-R3-R5 which PATH and
RESV states are stored at each router. The best path for video application is path
R1-R2-R4-R5. The network has failed to find a feasible path that satisfies the real-
time interactive video application constraints.
Selecting a feasible path for real-time interactive video applications require the
network architecture to select a path among multiple paths to improve video ap-
plication performance [4]. The network architecture requires knowledge about the
state of network such as bandwidth, link congestion, and link and node failures. If
the network architecture has the network-wide view—complete view, the network
architecture can select a feasible end-to-end path for the real-time interactive video
application, in Figure 1.1.
There are design requirements needed for the network architecture to select a
feasible end-to-end path for real-time interactive video applications. The requirements
to select a feasible end-to-end path are.
• The network applications and services need the network-wide view—need cen-
tralized control to keep track of resources such as bandwidth.
5• The network applications and services need the ability to program network
behavior.
• The network architecture should reject request if the network is unable to service
the request [2].
• The network architecture needs a traffic engineering (TE) service to allow net-
work applications and services to program how traffic flows through the net-
work [3].
• The network architecture needs to perform constraint based routing using band-
width, delay, jitter, and reliability.
• The rate of network traffic should be known in advance [2].
• The network architecture should consistently enforce network policies and ac-
count for other network policies and QoS requirements of video application [5–8].
• The network architecture needs to support multi-domain end-to-end path se-
lection since the Internet requires a collection of independent network domains
to work together to provide QoS for video applications.
The network QoS architecture should incorporate traffic engineering (TE) with
constraint based routing [3] and should know the traffic rate in advance [2]. Constraint
based routing is an important tool for making TE process automatic [3]. Since traffic
rate is known in advance, the output port and intermediate network devices can record
the level of guaranteed traffic and reject flows if agreed capacity is in use [2]. The
network QoS architecture should keep track of network resources including capacity
levels and reject request if the network architecture is unable to service the request [9,
10].
61.3 Proposed Solution
”A motivation for Internet traffic engineering is the realization that architectural
paradigms and simple capacity expansion are necessary, but not sufficient, to deliver
high quality Internet service under all circumstances.” Daniel O. Awduche
Internet service providers develop scalable network architectures, expand network
capacity and network infrastructure, and perform traffic engineering in response to
large traffic growth [11]. Traffic engineering optimizes network performance [11] and
improves network operations efficiency and reliability [12].
In this thesis, traffic engineering is an integral part of developing a network archi-
tecture that provides end-to-end QoS for real-time interactive video applications.
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Figure 1.2.: SDN network with sender and receiver. The routers in AS1 are com-
modity network devices that the SDN controller programs for forwarding network
traffic. The SDN controller has the network-wide view of network resources such
as link state, congestion, bandwidth, delay, and jitter. The SDN controller selects
a feasible path—R1-R2-R4-R5 using the network-wide view and programs network
devices including the sender and receiver.
8Software-defined networking (SDN) supports the proposed network architecture
design requirements by.
• Giving network applications and services control of network behavior using high
level abstractions to hide network details and to support network programma-
bility
• Providing a centralized view of network resources
• Supporting centralized management of network resources
• Allowing network services and applications to direct and automate network
traffic using TE and constraint based routing
• Allowing network policies to be applied consistently using the network-wide
view
Although SDN allows network application and services to have the network-wide
view, SDN lacks a provisioning protocol that requests QoS from the network and net-
work service which provides QoS for real-time interactive video applications; therefore,
this thesis develops a provisioning protocol and network service that meets the needs
of real-time interactive video applications.
The provisioning protocol allows the applications to request QoS from the network.
The network service provisions network resources—end-to-end path for the video
application. The network architecture should reject requests the network is unable
to service [2]. The network architecture supports multi-domain path selection.
The SDN architecture supports one network domain; therefore, the proposed net-
work architecture supports multiple domains. At the higher-level architecture level,
new concepts and constructs are required for dealing with end-to-end flows that in-
volve multiple scarce resources [13]. This thesis presents the proposed network ar-
chitecture key concepts and constructs and the results of implementing the proposed
network architecture prototype.
91.4 Research Goals
”In order to adopt TE solutions, it is necessary to create an intelligent control
plane which is able to adequately handle network resources.” Roberto Sabella and
Paola Iovanna
The research goal of this thesis is to develop a network architecture that meets
the needs of real-time interactive video applications —automating TE process. This
thesis proposes a network architecture that uses SDN as its core. The proposed
network architecture takes advantage of the logically centralized control plane and
network resource monitoring ability of SDN.
The primary research question of this thesis can be summarized as:
What is the network architecture needed to support real-time interactive
video applications?
As this thesis explored the primary research question other fundamental questions
that relates to the primary research question were produced.
• What protocol is required to allow video applications to request QoS from the
network?
– Can the protocol accept minimal information from developer and meet
video application requirements?
– How difficult is it for video application developer to request QoS from the
network using the application program interface (API)–API usability?
• How does the network architecture control state distribution and reduce burden
on the logically centralized controller?
• Can the network architecture support real-time interactive video applications
such as telesurgery that require reliability from the network?
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• Can the network architecture support multi-domain end-to-end path selection?
• What is the message complexity of network architecture which supports feasible
path selection for real-time interactive video applications?
These fundamental questions help guide the development of network architec-
ture that meets the needs of real-time interactive video applications such as
videoconferencing and distance learning.
1.5 Assumptions and Limitations
This experimental thesis research uses a network simulator to evaluate the pro-
pose network architecture. The network architecture is a stable version of the network
simulator. Regression testing and code reuse [14,15] allow the effect of bugs in simu-
lation to be minimized. This thesis work does not include deployment of the network
architecture into production environment—testbed; therefore, a certain level of trust
is needed when working with simulations [14, 15].
1.6 Expected Outcome
This thesis involves developing a network architecture that selects a feasible QoS
path among multiple paths for real-time interactive video applications. This thesis
expects to develop a prototype that illustrates and captures the architectural elements
and behavior of the proposed network architecture. This thesis expects to focus on
the message complexity of network architecture and how state distribution affects
scalability of the network architecture. This thesis focuses on API usability—design
API to accept minimal input from application developer. This thesis research blends
software engineering, distributed systems, and computer networks to developed a
network architecture that provides QoS for real-time interactive video applications.
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1.7 Scope
This thesis focuses on developing a network architecture that supports selecting
a feasible end-to-end QoS path among multiple paths for real-time interactive video
applications. This thesis identifies the architectural elements and determines the
message complexity of the proposed network architecture. Although dummy packets
were transmitted through network, this thesis is not concern with content of the
packets or how video encoders and hardware plays video content. The proposed
network architecture is agnostic to network vendors. Justifying the proposed network
architecture cost benefits is outside the scope of this thesis.
1.8 Dissertation Structure
• Chapter 2 Software-Defined Networking Survey: A Research Landscape surveys
state-of-the-art in SDN and presents the key SDN architecture concepts. Chap-
ter 2 presents a taxonomy for classifying related works and illustrating where
this thesis fits into SDN research.
• Chapter 3 Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN) presents network
architecture that selects a feasible path using the network-wide view. Chapter 3
describes how video application developers use protocol for requesting network
service. Chapter 3 presents the results of implementing VSDN prototype and
evaluates performance of VSDN.
• Chapter 4 Explicit Routing in Software-Defined Networking (ERSDN): Address-
ing Controller Scalability presents routing scheme that selects transit routers
at the network edge. Chapter 4 presents the design and implementation of
ERSDN. Chapter 4 evaluates the effect of ERSDN on the scalability of SDN
controller.
• Chapter 5 Reliable Video over Software-Defined Networking (RVSDN) builds on
Chapter 3 and addresses the issue of finding the most reliable path. Chapter 5
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presents the design and implementation of RVSDN. Chapter 5 presents the
results of implementing the RVSDN prototype and evaluates the behavior of
RVSDN.
• Chapter 6 Multi-Domain over Software-Defined Networking (MDVSDN) presents
network architecture that selects end-to-end QoS path for real-time video appli-
cations across independent domains. Chapter 6 describes the architectural ele-
ments of MDVSDN. Chapter 6 presents the results of implementing MDVSDN
prototype and evaluates the behavior of MDVSDN.
• Chapter 7 Conclusions summarize thesis research, highlight thesis contributions,
and suggest where thesis results can lead in the future.
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2 SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING SURVEY: A RESEARCH
LANDSCAPE
2.1 Abstract
Virtualization of compute and storage resources creates a more flexible and man-
ageable infrastructure. The computer network is unable to meet the demands of
infrastructure that supports network services such as compute, storage, and security
and network applications such as quality of service, traffic engineering, and load bal-
ancing. The infrastructure demands require the computer network to install network
flows and inform network services and applications about network state changes, al-
lowing the services and applications to behave intelligently—react and respond to the
network state changes. Traditional networks are too complex for supporting services
and applications in a seamless, efficient, and cost effective way. Software-defined net-
working has been adopted as the future network architecture for addressing the need
for rapid, deployable, and dynamic network services while giving network applications
and services control over the behavior of network.
This chapter surveys the state-of-the-art in software-defined networking and presents
the key concepts of software-defined networking architecture. This chapter reviews
past programmable networking research that ideas impacted the development of
software-defined networking. This chapter summarizes a landscape of software-defined
networking research and identifies the key software-defined networking contributions
of research. This chapter identifies common set of characteristics among research
and creates taxonomy for better understanding of field. This chapter highlights and
discusses future software-defined networking challenges. This chapter discusses the
network industry software-defined networking state. This chapter identifies the key in-
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novations pushing the software-defined networking paradigm shift and draws together
the contents of chapter.
2.2 Introduction
The Internet Protocol (IP) network architecture is unable to satisfy the demands
of network applications which impair network innovation. The network equipment
vendors, developing hardware and software, release cycles are long, slowing innovation
of network applications and services. Researchers believe developing network hard-
ware and software separately speeds up innovation of the network applications [16],
reshaping relationship between the network and applications.
The computer network is made up of three planes—the data plane, control plane,
and management plane. The data or forwarding plane is responsible for forwarding a
packet out network port. The control or decision plane is responsible for computing
route of a packet. The management plane provides an interface to the computer net-
work, allowing network operator to configure and manage network resources. The con-
trol plane and data plane of network devices are tightly coupled, making the network
devices ill-suited for meeting requirements of enterprise and carrier networks [16].
Software-defined networking (SDN) [17–20] proposes decoupling of the data plane
and control plane to enhance application innovation [16]. In SDN, the control plane
is logically centralized in a server—SDN controller or controller. The data plane is
implemented in commodity network equipment—switch. The data plane forwarding
tables or flow tables are controlled by the SDN controller which hosts external control
processes—network applications and network services.
The network applications such as traffic engineering and load balancing program
the flow table of switch, giving network operator control of the network —behavior.
The network services program the flow table of switch, creating innovative services
such as compute, storage, and security.
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The controller communicates with switch over an open interface using Open-
Flow [21]. OpenFlow is a standard protocol that remotely controls the data-path
of a switch. OpenFlow enables the flow table of a switch to be programmed by net-
work applications and network services running on the controller. Programming of
flow table constitutes forwarding actions that cause a packet to be dropped, forwarded
to a port, or forwarded to the controller.
SDN promotes rapid development and rapid deployment of network applications
and network services [22]. SDN enables network policy driven end-to-end quality
of service (QoS). SDN allows network resources to be optimized and automated,
resulting in cost saving [16, 23]. The benefits of SDN have been realized in campus
networks, wireless networks, and data center networks.
HP [24], NEC [25], and Big Switch [26] are developing OpenFlow enabled switches.
Network equipment vendors such as Arista [27], Ericsson [28,29], HP [24], Juniper [30],
NEC [25], and IBM [31] are developing SDN controllers. The absence of SDN con-
troller Application Programming Interface (API) standard has caused network ven-
dors such as Extreme Networks [32] and IBM [31] to developed the complete SDN
stack—OpenFlow switch and SDN controller, avoiding interoperability issues.
The research community sees SDN as a critical part of designing a more flexible
and optimizable, cost effective [23], and scalable computer network [16]. The research
community believes SDN rapidly enhances application innovation. There are open
issues, challenges, and obstacles for the research community to explore and overcome
before the impact and value of SDN are understood.
This chapter surveys the state-of-the-art in Software-Defined Networking (SDN),
discusses past programmable networks research, gives an overview of SDN architec-
ture, reviews SDN research, presents a taxonomy for understanding of SDN research,
discusses SDN in networking industry, and identifies future research challenges. This
chapter identifies the key innovations that are pushing SDN.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as. Section 2.2.1 discusses programmable
networks background. Section 2.3 gives an overview of SDN architecture. Section 2.4
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discusses the key contribution of SDN research using a set of common characteristics.
Section 2.5 discusses research challenges. Section 2.6 discusses the state of SDN in
networking industry. Section 2.7 summarizes the key innovations that are pushing
SDN and draws together the chapter contents.
2.2.1 Programmable Networks: Background
In the past, the network software and hardware have been tightly coupled, making
it difficult to rapidly deploy network services. Past programmable network research
efforts have increased the ability to deploy network services, evolving over time. SDN
is an evolution of programmable network research ideas [33] which aims were to in-
crease programmability of the network and allow rapid deployment of network services
and applications.
This section discusses past programmable network research that ideas have led to
evolution of the network—SDN.
Tutorial on Intelligent Networks [34] builds an intelligent network (IN) that allows
flexible routing and metering, advanced user interaction, and advanced user control.
IN allows rapid deployment of standard vendor agnostic network services by sepa-
rating network services from the network. The network services runs within service
control point (SCP) that are responsible for querying service data point (SDP), a
database that stores user data. The calling card service and universal access number
service are services deployed using IN.
Active Networks [35] (AN) are programmable networks that respond to mobile
code and mobile data encapsulated in packets. There are two approaches for pro-
gramming AN. The first approach is discrete approach used by programmable switch,
acting on packets that contained small programs where the packet header determines
program execution. The second approach is an integrated approach where messages
are used for encapsulating small programs—capsules. The switch receives capsule
and acts on the capsule and sends the capsule to destination. AN allows the mobility
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of programs between switches. AN allows protocols to be deployed easier, enhanc-
ing application innovation. Network applications such as firewall and web proxy are
deployed using AN.
Cabletron’s SecureFast VLAN Operational Model [36] implements distributed
connection-oriented switching protocol that provides layer-2 forwarding. The connec-
tions are programmed into switch. The connection mappings between input port and
output port allow programmatic control over packet routes. A switch queries another
switch connection mapping, allowing the switch to make intelligent decisions.
General Switch Management Protocol (GSMP) [37] performs efficient and cost
effective handover in Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks. GSMP have
slave switches and a master controller that establishes and releases network connec-
tions. GSMP introduces the idea of having programmable switches programmed by
a centralized network controller.
IP Multimedia System (IMS) as Next Generation Network (NGN) Service Delivery
Platform [38] allows decoupling of call control from network applications, supporting
rapid deployment of multimedia services. IMS combines voice service and packet
service into single service. IMS allows service providers to distinguish themselves from
their competition by rapidly deploying network services such as Voice Call Continuity.
Routing Control Platform (RCP), a logically centralized platform, addresses scal-
ability issues of full mesh network topologies [39]. RCP communicates routes between
routers and mitigates route reflection issues such as protocol oscillations and persis-
tent loops. RCP collects information about external network destinations and internal
network topology, using the information for selecting routes between routers. RCP
performs routing decisions in large networks.
4D increases the manageability of network and allows network changes to be made
without breaking functionality [40]. 4D investigates relationships between configura-
tion errors of network, size of router configuration file, and routers that are manually
configured by the network operator. To reduce complexity of control and manage-
ment planes, 4D purposes refactoring the network using three principles—expressible
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network-level objectives, global network view decisions, and network behavior which
is directly controlled by the network operator [40]. The three principles of 4D imply
a clean slate for designing the network architecture [40], a precursor to SDN.
SANE [41] addresses the network security issues caused by complexity of applying
routing policies and bridging policies with other mechanisms such as access control
lists (ACL) and middleboxes. SANE uses centralized controller for issuing capabilities
which are encrypted network client source routes. The capabilities are verified at
each router in path. SANE achieves better protection for enterprise networks using
a centralized controller for managing network security [41].
Ethane [42] addresses complex management and configuration of the network.
Ethane builds on the research of 4D architecture [40]. Ethane uses centralized con-
troller to perform network configuration of single flow-based Ethernet switch [2]. The
network client requests are sent to the controller where network policies are applied
consistently. Ethane was first applied to campus networks [42].
SEATTLE [43] reduces network complexity of large enterprise networks. SEAT-
TLE, layer-2 architecture, addresses the scalability limitation of Ethernet—poor scal-
ing caused by broadcasting and inefficient path selection of the spanning tree protocol.
SEATTLE uses centralized controller to locate network client and prevents broadcast-
ing to find client when the client location is unknown. SEATTLE uses switch level
link-state discovery protocol to compute shortest path. SEATTLE routing proto-
col is a self-configuring protocol, avoiding manual configuration of addressing and
subnetting configurations [43].
SDN builds on the previous programmable network efforts for creating a flexible,
loosely coupled, and manageable network architecture. The question asked is—why
SDN now? The timing for new ideas is paramount [44]. There were no video, cloud
computing, virtual machines, virtual machine migration, smart mobile devices, and
large scale data centers during the earlier research; these technologies have placed
great demands on the network [45,46], requiring the network to be built to match the
needs of network applications and services [47].
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2.3 SDN Architecture
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Figure 2.1.: SDN architecture, illustrating relationship between network planes. Each
network plane represents specific function of the SDN architecture. In the application
plane, the network applications program data plane using northbound API. Using
southbound API to send requests, the control plane converts the application plane
requests to modifications or queries in the data plane. The data plane presents
the control plane with an open API. The management plane performs management
functionalities such as configuring network policies, monitoring network performance,
and setting up network devices in the data plane.
The management plane is an interface to the data plane, allowing network opera-
tor to setup of network devices. The management plane interfaces with control plane
and allows the control plane to perform performance monitoring of the network such
as multi-tenant networks [48]. The management plane provides an interface to the
application plane and allows network applications to verify service level agreement
(SLA)—network policy. The management plane configures network policies and man-
ages cache performance such as miss rates and object sizes, allowing network operator
to adjust protocol-specific parameters to optimize the network [49].
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The application plane includes network applications such as performance monitor-
ing, traffic engineering (TE), and QoS and network services such as routing, service
chaining, and wide area network (WAN) optimization. The network applications op-
timize business processes and work-flows, automating creation of the network. For
example, finding the Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) can be performed be-
cause the TE application has a global network view—a view of the complete network
topology.
The control plane contains the SDN controller or controller. The controller
presents an abstract view or graph of the state of data plane to network applica-
tions. SDN applications can operate on the abstract view of the state of network [50].
The controller runs a network operating system which uses virtualization to hide
and decouple the application plane from data plane. The control plane enforces
network policies which are set by the network operator. The network policies are
applied consistently by the control plane which has the global view of network. The
control plane includes a special controller such as FlowVisor [51] which orchestrates
interactions among controllers and switches.
The data plane is composed of routers, switches, links, and middleboxes. The
data plane includes flow table, Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM), and
network device counters [52]. The data plane allows programmatic access to the flow
tables of network resource using an application programming interface (API) such as
Representational State Transfer (REST), vendor specific, or OpenFlow [21]. The data
plane performs statistics gathering which is used by the control plane and application
plane when making decisions.
SDN is a network architecture that separates the data plane and control plane.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the SDN architecture has four network planes or functional
planes. The control plane is logically centralized in the SDN controller [53]. The
SDN layered architecture allows network services and applications to be separated
from the data plane, improving ability to debug and troubleshoot the network [54].
In Figure 2.1, the application plane—network applications runs on network operat-
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ing system [55] residing on the controller. The network applications are deployed
independently of the devices in data plane. The management plane performs con-
figuration and management functionalities such as setting up network devices in the
data plane [53]. The network applications, such as TE and routing, have control over
how network traffic flows through network. The SDN architecture increases appli-
cation awareness [56–59] by allowing network applications to decide when and how
to act upon network related events. For example, the routing application can pro-
gram the data plane and send network traffic through path R1-R3-R4 after a link
failure—link-R1-R2, in Figure 2.1.
2.3.1 Communication Between Network Planes
In SDN, communication between network planes is performed over an open in-
terface—API. The APIs that communicate between planes are organized by their
functionality. In Figure 2.1, there are three APIs—the northbound, southbound, and
east-westbound [60,61] which is not shown.
The application plane and control plane use the northbound API to communicate
with each other. The control plane and data plane use the southbound API for
communicating with each other. A federation of controllers uses the east-westbound
API [60,61] to communicate with one another.
The network applications or services make configuration changes to the data plane
using northbound API. The network applications send high-level modifications or
query requests to the controller.
For example, in Figure 2.1, the network application can be a web browser that
the network operator uses to configure data plane. In the web browser, the network
operator is presented with single node graph with outgoing links. The network op-
erator configures the QoS such as bandwidth, delay, and jitter of outgoing links. To
configure QoS between two outgoing links—ingress and egress, the network operator
connects the two links and sets the QoS values. After the network operator saves con-
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figuration changes, the changes are sent to the control plane or controller over a secure
connection such as HTTP over SSL where high-level requests from the application
plane configures data plane—physical links.
The graph that is presented to network operator hides the details of data plane
—R1, R2, R3, and R4, in Figure 2.1. The network operator connects link-A that
represents R1 and link-B that represents R4 to each other and configures the QoS
values between R1 and R4, in Figure 2.1. The network operator sets the QoS values
on single logical link—link-A-B which in the data plane is represented by two physical
links—R1-R2 and R2-R4. The control plane maps the single logical link—link-A-B
in the application plane to two physical links in data plane.
The control plane determines the single logical link A-B maps to physical links
R1-R2 and R2-R4—path R1-R2-R4. Using the southbound API, the control plane
sends a port modification requests to R1, R2, and R4, creating path R1-R2-R4. The
switches send status messages to the control plane using southbound API.
The controller uses the northbound API for sending configuration response from
data plane to application plane. The response is presented to network operator as
successful configuration—link-A-B is shown with QoS values set as specified.
The high-level configuration and modification requests from the application plane
travels downward through the SDN planes and are converted to particular config-
urations and modifications in the data plane. The data plane state changes travel
upward through the SDN planes to control plane. The state changes are forwarded
from the control plane to application plane—network applications and services.
2.4 SDN Research Review
This section reviews SDN research and identify the key contributions of research.
The SDN research are organized and classified using common set of characteristics
that were discovered while reviewing the research.
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The SDN research identified during the synthesis of our research are summarized
in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.
2.4.1 Characteristics
This chapter uses four common characteristics for better understanding SDN and
how SDN research are related.
• Network technology determines programmability of SDN. The network tech-
nology such as data center networks, wireless networks, and home networks
determines amount of programmability. For example, the wireless networks
programmability is decreased because network resources such as CPU, memory,
and bandwidth are limited. Data center networks have a plethora of network
resources which need complex management schemes and policies.
• Layer of control refers to network plane which network operator is able to
control the behavior of the network. For example, the network operator is able
to control the behavior of data plane using REST API which provides advanced
switch configuration options.
• Application domain indicates the functionality of SDN applications such as
routing, load balancing, or network management [62]. The design choice that
delivers the SDN application is constrained by the application domain. For
example, a traffic engineering application requires the network-wide or global
view. Partitioning the network over multiple controllers affects the design of
traffic engineering application [63,64].
• Level of programmability indicates network plane which network service is intro-
duced. Level of programmability is coupled to the API exposed by each network
plane. Introducing service at the management plane requires communication
with the network using command-line interface (CLI) [65]. Introducing service
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in the control plane requires communication with an open programmable inter-
face. Introducing service in data plane requires communication with the network
using OpenFlow [21] or General Switch Management Protocol (GMSP) [66] such
as Forwarding and Control Element Separation (ForCES) [67].
2.4.2 Network Technology
This section discusses and organizes SDN research using the network technology
characteristic such as the Internet and wireless networks.
Internet
Software-Defined Internet Architecture (SDIA) [68] decouples Internet Protocol
(IP) of the Internet from infrastructure, routers, switches, and links, changing how
the Internet is built. The IP is embedded in applications and routing protocols of
the Internet, making changes for the Internet difficult [68]. OpenFlow based solution
for the Internet are too specific [68, 69]. SDIA [68] provides a generalized solution,
whereas OpenFlow networks [70] solution is specific. A more general solution allows
packets to be routed between autonomous systems (ASes) using standard technologies
such as middleboxes, Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), SDN, and software-
based forwarding [68]. SDIA services are built into software on the edge of network
above layer-2 and the network core performs layer-2 services only, allowing services
to be attached to the network without major changes.
The solution presented in [71] improves inter-domain routing of the Internet by
developing a backwards compatible routing model which uses outsourcing [72]. The
solution [71] addresses deficiencies such as scalability, security, and complexity of the
Internet routing protocol—Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). Enterprise businesses
increase routing efficiency and prevent policy conflicts by outsourcing their routing
decision to service providers. Outsourcing routing simplifies enterprise networks by
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removing routing protocols and allowing experts to optimize routing which improves
network performance and increases network security.
Cloud and Data Center Networks
SEATTLE [73] reduces packet flooding and broadcasting of Ethernet—Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). SEAT-
TLE captures broadcast packets and converts the broadcast packets into unicast
transmission that is delivered directly to destination. SEATTLE uses a centralized
consistent hash lookup table to locate the destination. The lookup table resolves
the Media Access Control (MAC) address of destination to IP addresses and phys-
ical location (Top of Rack (TOR) and End of Row (EOR)) of the destination to
MAC address. SEATTLE supports virtual machine (VM) migration using a caching
scheme.
Portland [74] makes layer-2 (L2) switching more efficient [75,76] by using location
discovery protocol (LDP) which allows switch to determine its location in the network.
LDP communicates the switch location in network to another switch. Portland uses
pseudo MAC address (PMAC) that encodes the location of network client or client in
the network—multi-rooted tree instead of using the MAC address of client, allowing
packet forwarding using the PMAC prefixes instead of the MAC address. Portland
uses centralized fabric manager for resolving ARP queries, simplifying multi-cast, and
enhancing fault tolerance. Portland separates the client identity from client location,
enabling unmodified client to freely move around and be located in data center.
Virtual Layer 2 (VL2) [77] provides a virtual service which creates the illusion of
having a single switch for entire network. VL2 removes network bottleneck for client-
to-client communication—uniform communication. VL2 allows services to run in
isolation without affecting the quality of one another. VL2 addresses client mobility
by modifying the client and remaining backwards compatible with legacy network
technologies such as Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing, Label Switching Router
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(LSR), and Internet Protocol (IP) multi-cast. In VL2, a network service has an
application specific IP address (AA) and its own virtual subnet. VL2 maps AA(s)
to location specific addresses (LAs) that describes the location of service in CLOS
network. The centralized lookup service runs on the client instead of in the network.
Two data center design objectives are to increase scalability and flexibility of net-
work by performing network optimization such as eliminating layer-2 broadcast and
exposing the possible network paths. Wide-area Layer-2 (WL2) [78] achieves scalabil-
ity similar to SEATTLE by rerouting control plane traffic to the controller, aggregat-
ing layer-2 routing, and creating fast flow setup overlay. WL2 [79] and Hierarchical
SDN (HSDN) [80] expose the possible paths in the network, increasing scalability
and flexibility of the network. WL2 [79] uses source routing while HSDN [80] uses
hierarchical underlay partitioning, taking full advantage of physical topology of data
center to improve routing scheme.
M2cloud [81] framework provides scalable network control for multi-site data cen-
ters. M2cloud [81] provides inter data center traffic optimization and cross-site perfor-
mance isolation for tenants. M2cloud uses two level [82] controller architecture where
the local controller performs flow table configuration and global controller performs
inter data center traffic engineering and global workload balancing [81]. Data centers
are connected by programmable border gateways that are controlled by the global
controller, allowing load balancing to be performed among data centers. M2cloud
improves inter data center bandwidth utilization [83] 24% using the optimal path to
send the traffic of tenants between data centers.
SWAN [83] improves inter data center bandwidth utilization by controlling how
much traffic a network service sends and re-configuring inter data center traffic paths
to match demands of the network. SWAN performs link re-configuration in a conges-
tion free manner by leveraging small amount of link scratch capacity and forwarding
table memory. SWAN minimizes forwarding rules by dynamically changing with the
traffic demands or available paths in the network. SWAN carries 60% more inter data
center traffic than MPLS-TE.
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Wireless Networks
The authors [84] propose to use controller applications to simplify the design and
management of cellular networks. The solution [84] uses SDN to express high level
policies on subscriber basis and apply real-time control to the network traffic using
switch agents. The solution [84] uses SDN for performing deep packet inspection
(DPI) [85, 86] and header compression on packets and for managing the resources of
base-station remotely.
Odin [87] allows enterprise Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) to be pro-
grammed by network operator. Odin simplifies client management through use of
virtual Access Point (AP). The virtual AP allows each client to be isolated from one
another. Odin performs client hand-off between AP in software, using agents running
on the AP to communicate with the Odin service running on Odin controller. Appli-
cations such as seamless mobility, smooth hand-offs, load balancing, and mitigating
hidden node problem are built on top of Odin [88]. OpenSDWN [89] extends Odin and
introduces service differentiation using per-flow WiFi datapath transmission rules.
OpenRadio [90] is a wireless programmable data plane which provides modular
and declarative programming interface across the wireless protocol stack. OpenRadio
separates the wireless protocol into processing plane and decision plane, enabling
network operator and network provider to remotely program base-station. OpenRadio
reduces the manual upgrading time of base station and allows programming of the
network infrastructure to be performed in software—network optimization.
SoftRAN [91] is a software-defined centralized control plane for radio access net-
works which reduces complexity of wireless networks. SoftRAN abstracts the control
plane from each local geographical area into virtual big base station. The virtual big
base station is comprised of the central Radio Access Network (RAN) controller that
makes decision regarding hand-overs and interference management and an individual
physical base station which contains minimal control logic. A single SoftRAN [91]
controller manages base stations in a geographical location.
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OpenRAN [92] is architecture for software-defined RAN. Similar to SoftRAN [91],
OpenRAN [92] addresses heterogeneous interconnected characteristics of wireless net-
works. OpenRAN [92] achieves complete virtualization and programmability, making
RAN open, controllable, flexible, and evolvable. OpenRAN [92] abstracts and com-
bines control functions of RAN [88] and places them in the controller. The Open-
RAN [92] controller creates and optimizes virtual access elements spectrum allocation
and compute and storage resources.
ProCel [93] is a cellular network architecture that eliminates unnecessary process-
ing of flows in the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) core network. ProCel architecture
has two classes of services—non-real-time and real-time. The non-real-time traffic is
routed directly to the fixed IP network instead of LTE core. The real-time traffic
that requires strict QoS is routed through the cellular network [93]. ProCel reduces
data traffic and control traffic at the mobile core network, reduces network latency,
enhances application innovation at the edge of network, and enables service providers
to support large class of applications without deploying complex backhaul and core
networks [93].
Carrier Networks
The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) project Split Architec-
ture (SPARC) is a network architecture developed for integrating SDN into carrier
networks [94]. SPARC [94] is driven by the growth and influence of the Internet that
lacks security, scalability, and mobility. The carrier networks are complex and diverse
with multiple technologies and protocols that were developed for addressing specific
network problems. The carrier networks are using proprietary software and hard-
ware, causing solutions to vary between vendors. SPARC outlines required design
changes to integrate SDN into the Internet. SPARC uses a hierarchical controller in
the control plane and splits forwarding and decision elements in the data plane.
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The authors of [95] investigate the ability of SDN to provide carrier grade func-
tionalities in areas of reliability and energy efficiency [96] and summarize requirements
for carrier grade resiliency in the data and control planes. The authors [95] reduce
network power consumption to improve network scalability and reduce the carbon
footprint. The solution [95] uses multilayer traffic engineering to conserve energy and
reduce the carbon footprint of network. The OpenFlow switch requires modifications
to support power management because power management was excluded from the
original switch design [95]. The forwarding engine and power supply are the greatest
energy consumption components [97] of the switch.
Home Networks
The solution [98] reduces the complexity of managing and configuring home net-
works. The solution [98] gives the users visibility into their home network—network
performance and network policies that are applied to their network. The solution [98]
improves the user experience by changing the way home network users interact with
their networks.
The home network users want an intentional user interface that directly maps
user intentions to the configured network policies [98]. The solution [98] creates
an outsourcing business model [72, 89] home network configuration tasks to service
providers. Outsourcing home network configuration relieves user of complex task of
configuring and managing the home network [72,98].
The solution presented in [99] reduces cost and increases manageability of the
home network. The solution [99] uses slicing [100], a concept of having two or more
virtual networks share the same physical infrastructure to increase manageability of
home networks.
Slicing allows multiple service providers such as Internet, cable TV, and electri-
cal power to share the home network without interfering with one another. Slicing
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allows network providers to share cost, reducing the overall cost of operating home
network [99].
There are multiple standards used for configuring home network devices which
increases network manageability. The solution [101] uses cloud SDN and OpenFlow
for auto-configuring home networks. The solution [101] allows home network auto-
configuration and management without requiring specific standards equipment or
middleware. The solution [101] uses a home database that stores the MAC address
of network device. The MAC address identities the manufacturer of the device [101]
which allows the network devices to be automatically detected when connected to the
network.
Enterprise Networks
Floodlight [102], formally Beacon [103], is an OpenFlow controller developed by
Big Switch Networks [26]. Floodlight is an enterprise class controller with a collec-
tion of built-in network applications—circuit pusher, OpenStack Quantum Plugin,
packet forwarding application, and firewall application. The Floodlight controller
implements common OpenFlow network functionalities, such as link discovery, flow
cache [104], tracing, and monitoring [105, 106]. Floodlight network applications in-
crease controllability and manageability of enterprise networks. The Floodlight con-
troller supports three APIs—REST, module, and OpenStack. Floodlight dynamically
establishes a sequence of virtual middlebox functions that supports adaptive network
service chaining [107].
RouteFlow Control Platform (RFCP) [108] builds on idea of Routing Control Plat-
form [39]. RFCP [108] uses centralized controller hybrid networking model to provide
a global network Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing service. RFCP hybrid
model supports integration of traditional and OpenFlow network devices [109]. RFCP
addresses network deficiencies such as routing loops, protocol oscillations, and unop-
timized path selection that are caused by the complexity of control and management
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planes. RFCP provides fine grain control over network resources, and more flexi-
ble and intelligent based routing. RFCP addresses four network issues—centralized
BGP [110], OpenFlow data path performance, need for high availability [111–113],
and switch flow table limitation.
Configuring RFCP is a manual process that takes days for network operator to
complete; therefore, the authors [114] developed a framework that discovers the net-
work configuration and automatically configures RouteFlow using configuration mes-
sages [114].
Campus Networks
Stanford University partnered with 7 other universities to start the Clean Slate
Program [115, 116] in 2009. The Clean Slate Program (CSP) supports GENI [100]
which is a virtual laboratory for exploring scalable Internet innovations. CSP re-
searchers believe the collaboration of campuses increases innovation for researchers
and network administrators.
There are multiple active campuses collaborating on CSP [115, 116] and sharing
challenges and successes in deploying SDN. The CSP strategy for expansion of cam-
pus deployments is to encourage SDN in marketplace, train engineers in SDN using
classes and workshops, provide continuous support to trained engineers, and help
with research funding [115,116].
2.4.3 Layer of Control
This section discusses and organizes research that contribute to characteristic of
layer of control.
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Data Plane
Open vSwitch [117] started from collaboration between Nicira Networks and the
University of California, Berkeley. vSwitch runs in software, but unload router pro-
cesses to hardware. vSwitch address virtualization related issues—VM mobility, net-
work scalability, VM isolation, and traffic isolation [118]. vSwitch allows VM config-
uration state, Access Control List (ACL), QoS policy, and Layer-2 (L2) soft states to
be migrated. vSwitch allows fine grain control and programmability of the forwarding
table of switch and supports tunneling, firewalling, and filtering.
Open Transport Switch (OTS) [119], a virtual OpenFlow switch architecture,
reduces the complexity of control plane in optical transport networks [120–125].
OTS [119] controls packet-optical cross-connect (XCON) and bandwidth allocation
capability of the optical switch. OTS allows QoS aware applications to request provi-
sioning of circuits cross-connects or aggregation of packet interfaces into optical trunks
with required QoS [126] metrics such as bandwidth. OTS setup time of an end-to-end
circuit is similar to setup time of distributed network algorithms, a promising discover
for service providers [119].
NetFPGA [127] is a programmable line-rate, flexible, and open source platform
that allows universities and researchers to prototype network hardware for researching
and teaching. NetFPGA removes the need to rely on network equipment vendors for
features, opening network innovation to a broader group of researchers. NetFPGA has
hardware limitations [128], but can run a complete network on 4-port NetFPGA [129].
SwitchBlade [130] is a packet processing pipeline platform that allows customized
protocols to be rapidly deployed. SwitchBlade builds on the concept of Click [131].
SwitchBlade maintains same flexibility and configuration strengths of Click and ad-
dresses performance issues of Click, providing high performance packet switching.
SwitchBlade balances programmability of software and performance of hardware, en-
abling rapid network prototyping and protocol deployment. SwitchBlade data planes
are customized and run in isolation on the same NetFPGA [128].
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DIstributed Flow Architecture for Networked Enterprises (DIFANE) [132] is a
switch architecture that scales by efficiently keeping traffic in the data plane. DI-
FANE selects and directs packets through intermediate switches or authority switches.
DIFANE [132] addresses the scalability issue of OpenFlow that is caused by excessive
control plane events—packets. The authority switches perform similar functionality
as the controller, minimizing the packets sent to control plane and increasing network
throughput. DIFANE partitions flow rules across authority switches, avoiding having
the controller store rules [133]. Each rule is mapped to a single authority switch.
DevoFlow [134] decreases full visibility of the controller over network events—packets,
reducing the interactions between the control plane and data plane. DevoFlow re-
duces the overhead in control plane by devolving the functionality of switch that is
displaced to the controller and places the functionality in the switch. The controller
maintains control over significant flows—QoS sensitive, but normal flows are pro-
cessed in the switch using wildcard rules. The wildcard rules aggregate multiple rules
into one, reducing interactions between the controller and switches and flow rules
installed in switch. DevoFlow builds on idea of [135], performing rule based cloning
in the data plane instead of control plane.
Consolidated Middlebox (CoMb) [136] is a top-down design for a middlebox in-
frastructure that addresses difficulty of provisioning and managing [137] middlebox
technologies. CoMb consolidates middlebox network services into a centralized con-
troller where middlebox applications share the same physical infrastructure. CoMb
supports network service chaining [107] and allows middlebox functionality to be
mobile [138].
The authors [138] developed a network management system that allows dynamic
instantiation and quick movement of middleboxes. The solution [138] supports a fully
programmable network that provisions middleboxes on-the-fly—as needed [139].
The authors [140] simplify traffic steering through middleboxes. The solution [140]
allows network operators to specify a logical middlebox routing policy and auto-
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matically translates the policy into flow rules that are optimized using the physical
topology, switch capabilities, and resource constraints of middlebox.
Application-ware data plane processing [57] in a middlebox [59] provides network
functions from layer-4 through layer-7, a requirement as SDN is deployed and inte-
grated into the traditional network infrastructure. Software-Defined Middlebox Net-
working (SDMBN) [141], a middlebox framework, simplifies management of complex
middlebox deployments by supporting dynamic middlebox control scenarios.
Research that increase programmability of network devices have emerged to over-
come the lack of programmability and performance of traditional network devices.
Reusable abstractions have been developed for supporting special processing in data
plane—switches [109, 142–144] and middleboxes [145]. Soft switches such as Edge-
Plex [146] and mSwitch [147] increase data plane flexibility, reliability, and through-
put.
Control Plane
Onix, a distributed controller, runs on multiple servers. Onix gives network opera-
tor one view of the data plane and provides a common control management platform,
increasing manageability of network [148]. Handling state distribution [149] and col-
lecting information about the control plane are functions of the Onix controller [148].
The Onix controller stores network state in the Network Information Base (NIB)
which enables network applications to register for state notifications. The network
state is partitioned and replicated among distributed controllers which provide dura-
bility and consistency [150] while improving scalability of the control plane.
HyperFlow [151] is a logically centralized and physically distributed controller.
The designers of HyperFlow [151] identify and address three scalability issues with
a single controller: the amount of control traffic generated by switch, delay be-
tween switch and controller which is caused by controller geographical displace-
ment—controller placement problem [152–156], and processing bottleneck of a single
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controller. HyperFlow scales horizontally which gives network operator the ability to
deploy controllers as required.
Kandoo is a configurable and scalable control plane [82] that uses two layer con-
troller architecture—bottom controller and root controller. The bottom controller or
local controller maintains its local network state and controls its own switch. The
top controller or root controller maintains the global network state, giving the root
controller visibility of entire network. The local controller processes frequently occur-
ring events from switch, reducing the events processed by root controller. The root
controller runs non-local control applications and delegates flow installation to the
local controller. Kandoo is designed for applications that use the local network state
such as link layer discover protocol and local policy enforcer [82]. Applications such
as routing [110] require the global network state and are unable to be oﬄoaded to
local processing [82].
Dynamically Reconfigurable Processor (DRP) [157] uses an on chip routing dio-
rama for improving scalability of controller. DRP performs routing processing on a
chipset before pushing modifications to the data plane. The performance of network
services such as finding Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) improves using DRP
network emulation in hardware. DRP uses parallel graph partitioning to speed up
finding the CSPF. DRP is used for traffic engineering and routing [157].
Maestro is a multi-threaded controller that was developed at Rice University [158].
Maestro exploits parallelism of architecture—multi-core processors of servers to im-
prove performance of the controller. Maestro addresses the scalability issues of the
NOX [55] controller which uses a single thread to process network events. Mae-
stro maintains single threaded programming model for application developer, but
internally provides parallelism to increase throughput. Maestro distributes the work
evenly among processor cores which reduces cross-core communication overhead and
minimizes per-flow memory usage.
An Open Framework for OpenFlow Switch Evaluation (OFLOPS) [159] provides
detailed performance measurement of OpenFlow switch implementations [159–161].
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OFLOPS explored unexplored performance measurement of the OpenFlow switch.
OFLOPS tests the capabilities and bottlenecks between the application plane and
data plane. OFLOPS gathers switch data using hardware and software instrumenta-
tion. OFLOPS measures five capabilities of OpenFlow switch implementations—flow
table consistency, flow setup latency [162], flow space granularity, packet modification
capability, and traffic monitoring capability.
NOX-MT [163] is a multi-threaded controller that establishes a lower bound on
controller response time and throughput. NOX-MT uses optimization techniques such
as IO batching and threading to increase the performance of controller. NOX-MT
achieves optimized response time and throughput compared to other controllers [103,
158]. NOX-MT processes 1.6 million requests per second (rps) which is short of the
10 million rps required for data centers.
FlowVisor [51] is a special purpose OpenFlow controller —hypervisor which en-
ables network virtualization—slices [164] among controllers and OpenFlow switches.
FlowVisor shares the physical network among virtual networks and operates between
the control plane and data plane of controllers, allowing FlowVisor to monitor the
network events. The ability of FlowVisor to monitor the network events is used by
HOTSWAP for upgrading controllers in a disruptive-free and correct manner [165].
Generalized network architecture similar to FlowVisor that uses resource delegation
instead of controller coordination is developed [166]. The resource delegation frame-
work [166] explicitly exposes resource delegation abstraction—direct control over
provider equipment with verifiable constraints [166].
OpenVirteX [167] functions as an OpenFlow controller proxy between the network
of operator and network of tenant and provides an infrastructure on demand service.
OpenVirteX [167] differs from FlowVisor [51] in its ability to create multiple software-
defined networks out of a single network using network virtualization [47, 168–173],
whereas FlowVisor [51] slices flow space among tenants. OpenVirteX [167] provides
tenants with their own header space [174], allowing tenants to create virtual networks
of arbitrary topology and custom addressing. OpenVirteX [167] and FlowVisor [51]
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focus on data plane virtualization, whereas HyperFlex [168] focuses on control plane
virtualization such as controller CPU and memory. HyperFlex [168] ensures isolation
of the control plane among virtual SDN tenants while protecting the hypervisor from
over-utilization.
Fleet [175] is a distributed controller designed for detecting malicious administra-
tor behavior or accidental misconfiguration [176] of network by administrator. Fleet
uses a controller layer collocated with switches to allow the switches to dynamically
associate with an active controller and digitally verify signatures of the controller.
Fleet [175] collocates controller intelligence in the data layer to avoid reconfiguration
of switches—connecting to a new controller after a failure. Fleet [175] maintains net-
work availability while under the attack of possible colluding malicious administrators
whose goal is to reduce the availability of network.
2.4.4 Application Domain
This section discusses SDN application domain—applications architecture.
The application domain describes the structure and behavior of applications. This
chapter organizes applications by their structure and behavior and design choices
made by the designers.
Network Optimization
The authors [177] use content-based traffic engineering to optimize the network
resources by observing and extracting content metadata at the network layer, op-
timizing delivery of content. The solution [177] adds a content management layer
to the controller layer that supports traffic engineering and firewalling. The content
management layer manages content names and caching policies, translates content
names into routable addresses, and performs traffic engineering [64, 177, 178]. The
content metadata is extracted and used to route requests to content servers. For-
warding decisions are made in the control plane using received content metadata.
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Figure 2.2.: SDN application domain, illustrating how SDN applications are orga-
nized. There are eight application research areas—network optimization, security,
quality of service, programming languages, testing and debugging, network config-
uration, monitoring and measurement, and routing. The eight application research
areas have specific applications which functionalities are researched and developed.
For example, tunneling applications—tunneling supports security, and applications
that update—updates the network support network configuration.
The data plane content metadata allows traffic engineering decisions to be made in
the control plane.
The solution [173] supports VM migration using a network virtualization architec-
ture. VMs are load-balanced across geographical locations to increase performance
and efficiency of network applications [173]. A network application may be distributed
among a collection of VMs, requiring a collection of VMs to be migrated.
LIve Migration of Ensembles (LIME) [179] allows a collection of VMs to migrate
between networks. LIME clones the state of data plane to new set of switches and
incrementally migrates the VMs [179]. LIME runs on the controller, allowing the
required resources to be provisioned for ensemble migration.
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Hedera is a dynamic and scalable flow scheduling system that uses a multi-stage
data center fabric to aggregate network resources [180]. Hedera uses centralized rout-
ing with flow demand estimation and scheduling heuristic to manage the bandwidth
requirements of application. Hedera increases the bisection bandwidth of network by
using the global network state to schedule flows, outperforming static state-of-the-art
hash based equal-cost multipath (ECMP) [181] load balancing.
Plug-n-Serve [182] is a load balancing OpenFlow application which performs traf-
fic engineering [123, 183, 184] using the congestion [185] of network and load on
servers [182]. Plug-n-Serve adds servers to network, detects changes to the net-
work, and makes traffic adjustments that minimize server response time using the
LOad-Balancing over UnStructured networks (LOBUS) algorithm [182].
OpenFlow-Based Server Load Balancing Gone Wild is a set of algorithms that
exploit OpenFlow wildcard rules [186] to create a scalable solution [187]. The al-
gorithms steer large aggregates of client traffic to server replicas, compute concise
wildcard rules, and adjust to change in load balancing policies—adapting to traffic
distribution [188]. OpenFlow-Based Server Load Balancing Gone Wild is as cost
effective [189] as a load balancer.
Sprite [190] uses traffic engineering to improve video traffic quality. Sprite dy-
namically adapts the network policy to achieve high level TE objectives of the video
application such as YouTube. Sprite enable video traffic to be switch between Internet
Service Providers (ISP) using source network address translation to map each out-
bound connection from edge switch to a specific inbound ISP for return traffic [190].
The Sprite controller uses agents to gather performance metrics such as throughput
and round trip delay from the switch. The metrics are aggregated and periodically
fed to the Sprite controller where decision is made to swap users from one ISP to
another [190].
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Security
FRESCO [191] is a modular security framework that allows researchers to im-
plement, share, and compose security detection and mitigation services. FRESCO
supports chaining multiple security modules together to create a security service.
For example, an intrusion detection module can be linked with a security module,
producing the correct flow rules for switch. FRESCO allows session information to
be shared among network applications, allowing collaboration among applications.
The FRESCO framework includes interpreter, API to support security application
development, and Security Enforcement Kernel (SEK) which resolves flow rules con-
flicts [97, 191].
FortNox [192] is a software extension to NOX [55]. FortNox resolves conflicting
flow rules from network applications that share the network. FortNox intercepts and
checks flow rule conflicts in real-time, using authorization roles and digitally signed
flow rules. FortNox guarantees integrity among dynamic applications, a key aspect
of SDN security [193].
FLOWGUARD [194] is a security framework that is similar to FortNox [192].
FLOWGUARD is designed to detect and resolve firewall policy violations [195].
FLOWGUARD [194] detects violations by examining the flow path space against au-
thorization space in firewall, tracking flow paths through the network, and checking
rule dependencies in flow tables and in firewall policy. FLOWGUARD [194] detects
and resolves firewall violations dynamically when the network state or configuration
changes, an issue unaddressed by previous work [192].
Quality of Service
The solution [196] provides QoS for Scalable Video Coding (SVC) encoded video.
QoS flows are generated and translated into OpenFlow rules [196]. The solution [196]
minimizes the route length of QoS traffic and packet loss for best effort traffic. The
goal of solution [196] is to have zero packet loss for video base layer and best effort
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QoS for video enhancement layer. The solution [196] uses policing at the edge network
to ensure clients adhere to the service-level agreement (SLA).
The solution [197] builds on the idea of [196]. The solution [197] supports lossless
reroute of the base layer for SVC encoded video. The solution [198] reduces video
freezes by using the layered characteristics of SVC and dynamic routing ability of
OpenFlow, optimizing video delivery during network congestion.
The solution [199] provides an SDN-based framework for supporting video IP mul-
ticast. The authors [199] use the global view of network to optimize construction and
maintenance of the multicast tree between source—server serving video and video
subscribers. The authors [199] consider two subscription types—standard and pre-
mium or enhanced video quality. The solution [199] provides lossless video quality
over medium loaded networks for standard and premium users.
Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN) [200] is a QoS architecture that
provides end-to-end quality of service for real-time interactive video applications such
as videoconferencing and distance learning. VSDN uses the global network state to
calculate video application optimal path. Video applications request network service
using an API. VSDN supports three video type specifications—Common Intermediate
Format (CIF), Enhanced-definition (ED), and High-definition (HD) [200].
The authors [201] introduce the concept of source-timed network flow changes,
a technique that improves the QoS of packetized uncompressed video. The concept
of source-timed network flow changes separates temporal inaccuracy of flow instal-
lation and precise timing of flow change using packet header changes from the flow
sources [201]. The technique [201] allows uncompressed video to be switched at pre-
cise time of next SMPTE RP 168 video switching point, achieving high temporal
accuracy of flow changes.
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Programming Languages
Nettle [202] is a domain-specific language that builds on the principles of Func-
tional Reactive Programming (FRP) embedded in Haskell. Nettle takes a stream of
OpenFlow events and converts the events into OpenFlow messages—modifications
and queries. Frenetic [203] builds on the principles of Nettle by allowing the behavior
of network to be expressed using a high-level declarative programming language. Fre-
netic uses declarative programming language abstractions to allow the user to express
the behavior of network. Frenetic [203] provides a runtime that runs on NOX [55] or
Nettle controller.
NetCore is a high-level declarative programming language which expresses net-
work behavior such as packet forwarding policies. NetCore builds on its predeces-
sor—Frenetic [203], building on the same principles. NetCore provides an enhanced
rule generating algorithms using reactive and proactive flow rule installation to max-
imize packet processing [204] in the data plane.
Procera [62, 205] is a declarative policy language similar to Frenetic [203]. Pro-
cera allows application to react to event stream—time of day, bandwidth, and user
authentication. Procera is an expressive language, but lacks analysis. Flowlog [206]
addresses the issue with Procera—arithmetic by striking a balance between expres-
siveness and analysis while losing expressiveness. Exodus [207] builds on Flowlog [206]
by adding the ability to migrate existing network configuration to corresponding SDN
controller programs.
Splendid Isolation [164] is a programming language abstraction that allows net-
work operators to express network slices—virtual networks at a high-level. The net-
work operator writes a separate program for each slice. Splendid Isolation [164] com-
piles programs and generates a global configuration that is applied to the network or
sent to the translation validation tool for verification.
FatTire [208] uses a high level programming language abstraction to express fault
tolerance levels and path redundancy. FatTire uses OpenFlow failover mechanism to
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install rules that become active during a failure [174] condition. FatTire creates redun-
dant paths, similar to NetCore [209], but uses a higher level programming abstraction
than NetCore to express the paths. NetGen [210] is similar to FatTire because it al-
lows the network operator to express fault tolerance and path redundancy. Unlike
FatTire, NetGen only requires the network operator to specify a change to existing
network configuration rather than an entirely new network configuration [210].
Maple [211] takes an algorithmic approach instead of a declarative approach to
allow the network operator to express the intended behavior of network using a stan-
dard programming language to design an algorithmic policy—centralized algorithm.
The authors [211] believe taking an algorithmic approach where developer thinks with
structure reduces errors and redundancy and increases efficiency. Maple [211] includes
highly-efficient multicore scheduler and runtime optimizer for recording reusable pol-
icy decisions.
Testing and Debugging
Mininet [212, 213] allows rapid prototyping of networks using a resource con-
strained computer such as a laptop. Mininet scales to hundreds of nodes using
OS-level virtualization. The user creates and interacts with various networks us-
ing Mininet, scaling to over a thousand Open vSwitch [117]. Mininet enables rapid
prototyping of networks, quick deployment of networks, and easy sharing of network
designs among researchers.
OFRewind [74] is a testing debugging application that allows recording and replay-
ing of network events. OFRewind reduces software errors and helps network operators
find, isolate, and locate datapath limitations and configuration errors. OFRewind is
a software layer between the control plane and data plane, collecting control log mes-
sages sent from the controller. The network operator performs regression testing
of network applications by comparing previous control log messages and control log
messages [74], identifying software errors.
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VeriFlow [214] is a layer between the control plane and data plane that checks
for global network invariants violations—checking on each forwarding rule insertion.
VeriFlow uses an incremental algorithm [215–217] to search for potential violations
of network invariants—absence of routing loops, access control policies, and virtual
network isolations. VeriFlow slices the network into a set of equivalence classes using
new rule and existing rules that overlap the new rule. VeriFlow pinpoints the set of
packets that are affected by a network invariant violation. VeriFlow verifies global
network invariants in real-time [214]. SDNRacer [218] is similar to Veriflow that
detects network violations such as loss of reachability between the controller and
switch.
No bugs In Controller Execution (NICE) [219] tests OpenFlow applications with-
out modifications. NICE [219] uses model checking and symbolic execution to explore
application state space. NICE reduces state space explored by pruning unnecessary
transitions in application state space. The network operator specifies correctness of
program and NICE verifies and explores application state space for correctness.
Ndb [220] uses breakpoints and packet backtrace primitive to identify the network
sequence of events that caused network error. The network operator uses packet
backtrace to examine and identify path [75, 221], and each switch action performed
on a packet which help identify the issue. Ndb, a software layer between the control
plane and data plane, uses a postcard or truncated packet header to collect state
information about the network. The postcards are processed in the data plane to
reduce impact of Ndb on the control plane.
Fs-sdn [222] addresses the problem with prototyping and evaluating accuracy of
network applications before deploying to production network. Fs-sdn uses flowlets—the
volume of flow emitted over a given time period instead of packets to simulate net-
work, improving scalability of network simulator tool [212]. Fs-sdn [222] complements
Mininet [212].
The authors [215] developed an assertion language to support verifying and debug-
ging dynamic changing verification properties of SDN applications. The solution [215]
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enables verification of more expressive network properties, avoiding spurious warn-
ings. The application programmer has control over where assertions are placed in
application, allowing the programmer to describe time-varying properties. The time-
varying properties are related to dynamic state of the controller and are checked at
various granularities to avoid erroneous transient property violations [215]. The au-
thors [215] build on the ideas of VeriFlow [214] while adding an efficient incremental
data structure.
FlowTest [223] is a data plane testing framework that systematically explores
state space of data plane to verify the data plane behavior against policy goals.
FlowTest models the functions of data plane such as firewall, load balancer, Network
address translation (NAT), proxy, Intrusion Detection (IDS) System, and Intrusion
Prevention System (IPS) as state machines where each state represents a data plane
function state. FlowTest identifies the sequence of events or plan that is required
for a set of data plane functions to transition from the present state to desired goal
state [223].
CherryPick [224] is a scalable packet tracing technique that allows network oper-
ator to trace individual packet through the network. CherryPick [224] improves the
ability to debug and troubleshoot network related issues [225–227]. CherryPick is de-
sign for minimizing data plane resource usage when tracing packets through network.
CherryPick reduces flow rules of switch and packet header space required to perform
packet tracing by embedding a sequence of link identifiers in packet [224]. CherryPick
exploits the data center network physical topologies such as fat-tree topology which
enables reconstructing of end-to-end paths [224].
Network Configuration
Participatory Networking (PANE) [228] is an OpenFlow controller that imple-
ments participatory networking. PANE allows network entities—end user, network
client, and network application to participate in network management. PANE al-
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lows network entities to contact network, request network resources, and provide
hints about future network configuration—traffic. PANE benefits applications such
as video and audio calls that benefit from future network reconfiguration.
Hierarchical Flow Tables (HFT) [229] is a hierarchical policy based framework for
applying consistent policies to the network. HFT are useful where network resources
are shared by multiple network entities. HFT are organizes as a tree where each node
in the tree makes a decision on how a packet is processed. HFT allows policy conflicts
to be resolved using the conflict resolution operator.
Software Transactional Networking (STN) [230] builds on Hierarchical Flow Tables
(HFT) [229]. STN supports distributed control plane resolution for policy conflicts
and serializing policy composition. STN [230] uses middleware to avoid policy in-
consistencies in the data plane. The middleware takes composition of policies from
multiple controllers and orders them sequentially. The network policies are committed
or aborted similar to a database transaction.
Consistent Packet Processing for OpenFlow (OF.CPP), similar to STN [230], uses
transactional semantics at the controller to achieve policy consistency in the data
plane. OF.CPP increases packet isolation processing in the controller.
The solution [231] provides two update abstractions, install—installs a configu-
ration on switch and wait—waits until change is made to the switch, simplifying
network configuration. The solution [232] is similar to solution presented in [231]
where there is a behavior when transitioning between network configurations; a large
class of network properties hold between network configurations updates [232].
The authors [233] improve on the idea presented in [231], providing stronger flow
consistency requirements and minimizing flow table entries. By sending the packets
with configuration change to the controller, the solution [233] ensures a single config-
uration entry for each flow. The solution [233] installs double configurations in the
flow table of switch, in worst case, but minimizes the network events in the control
plane.
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The solution [234] provides consistency between virtual networks configuration
changes and supports consistent virtual machine migration from present network to
future network. A sequence of VMs is created and migrated in order after the flow
rules to install or delete [234] are determined. The network configuration solution [234]
preserves bandwidth and avoid loops during VM migration.
The authors [216] develop an algorithm that performs incremental network up-
dates in rounds. Each round inserts rules into flow table of switch until the rules
are installed. The rules that controls the largest flow count are installed first which
maximizes percentage of traffic affected by rule. More rounds result in less flow table
space used because a smaller set rules can control a large flow count [216].
FlowTags [235] extends the SDN architecture through use of middleboxes. The
middleboxes add tags to outgoing packets to allow flow based policy enforcement by
the network to be performed. FlowTags minimizes changes required for middlebox
vendors to support SDN. FlowTags [235] enforce policies through flow tracking which
is the key contribution of FlowTags.
The solution [217] is an extended policy compiler that builds rule dependency with
compilation. By using knowledge about rule dependencies, the solution [217] gener-
ates rule compact updates. The authors [217] identify two types of updates—content
updates and priority updates [217]. The priority updates often dominate the size of
total updates. The solution [217] eliminates the majority of priority updates which
reduces the size of total updates.
The solution in [236] is similar to solution in [217]. The solution [236] reduces
priority updates using an algebra that allows the hypervisor to incrementally com-
pute correct relative priorities of new rules. The solution [236] builds on the idea of
Frenetic [203] and allows the hypervisor to combine member policies in series or paral-
lel. Using an incremental algorithm to compute rule changes, the solution presented
in [236] avoids recalculating priority rules from scratch and reduces computational
overhead and the size of total updates.
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ESPRES [237] formulates network update problem as a scheduling problem where
network updates are partitioned into a set of independent sub-updates to allow the
sub-updates to be installed in parallel. ESPRES is a runtime mechanism that limits
the rate of updates and reorders the updates to fully use the processing capacities
of switch. ESPRES avoids overloading the switch and ESPRES uses virtual switch
queues in the controller to reassess how switch commands are scheduled. ESPRES
allows network updates to become functional faster [237].
The authors [238] use time-triggered network updates to achieve network consis-
tency [227], requiring lower overhead than previous research. The solution [238] uses
accurate time to trigger consistent network updates, whereas previous research used
ordered or two-phase updates. The timed-triggered update yields shorter update du-
ration than untimed update; therefore, the timed-triggered update is more scalable.
Using time, SDN programmers tune the degree of update consistency [238] by making
tradeoff [239,240] between TCAM memory—duplicate rules and network consistency.
Monitoring and Measurement
OpenTM [241], a traffic matrix (TM) estimator, uses routing information obtained
from the controller for determining how to collect data plane statistics. OpenTM re-
duces query load in the data plane by intelligently selecting switches that are queried.
OpenTM accurately estimates TM and converges within ten queries. OpenTM is
implemented as a TM estimator on the NOX controller [55,242].
FlowSense [243] achieves traffic measurements by performing estimation on packet
and flow events, using a push-based approach. FlowSense uses control messages from
switches to estimate performance, computing utilization of links between the switches.
FlowSense [243] incurs zero measurement cost because it uses control traffic sent
to controller, avoiding switch polling overhead [241] while maintaining reasonable
accuracy.
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OpenSafe [244] enables network operators to redirect network traffic to security
monitoring applications at line rate. OpenSafe includes a flow specification language
that simplifies the management of network appliances and OpenSafe allows network
traffic to be monitored efficiently. LiteFlow [245] is similar to OpenSafe, but route
traffic to authority switches [132] that are responsible for monitoring the flows between
the source and destination. LiteFlow distributes monitoring workload among switches
and manages the switch resources. LiteFlow reduces flow rules that are installed in
the switch [245].
The authors [246] propose two traffic matrix estimation approaches—Maximum
Load Rule First (MLRF) and Large Flow First (LFF). MLRF generates flow rules
that maximizes the traffic load in switch, using rule prioritization to move traffic
between flow rules. LFF measures large flows in the network to get an overall TM
estimation. The authors [246] use MLRF rule statistics to identify the large flows.
Feasible and accurate TM estimation are achieved with MRLF and LFF [246].
The solution [247] uses a separate controller to gather statistics and to iden-
tify large network flows. The solution [247] performs tradeoffs [239, 240] between
accuracy and statistic gathering overhead of switch. There are three measurement
primitives—memory counter, hash data structure, and measurement program on the
switch that allows statistics gathering [239].
Routing
The authors [248] use source-based routing to reduce network state required by
the controller to maintain and distribute, increasing scalability of the controller. The
solution [248] pushes the network state of the controller to edge switches. The con-
troller sends the edge switch a sequence of interfaces or path that the flow traverses.
The edge switch forwards the packet with path appended in header through the net-
work. Each switch inspects the packet header and forwards the packet out of interface.
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The amount of controller state reduction is proportional to the links in the network
path [248].
The authors [249] measure packet forwarding delay and convergence time after
link or node failures between legacy routing protocols and SDN routing [250]. The
response time of legacy network is more than SDN network for large networks and
SDN network response time is more than legacy network for small networks [249]. The
routing convergence time of legacy network is influenced by link delay [249]. SDN
network avoids transmitting network information between switches; therefore, link
delay does not influence SDN convergence time. The switch only maintains relevant
state in SDN which avoids the need to store the complete network topology in the
switch, improving the forwarding speed of switch [249].
2.4.5 Level of Programmability
This section discusses research APIs which contribute to the characteristic of
level of programmability. The API gives the network operator ability to program and
control the behavior of network.
Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator (SWIG) [251] is a software develop-
ment tool that enables programs written in C/C++ to connect with a variety of high-
level programming languages such as JavaScript, Python, and Ruby. SWIG creates
high-level interpreted or compiled programming environments and user interfaces.
SWIG is used for testing and prototyping C/C++ software.
OpenFlow [21, 252] is a communications protocol that gives the control plane
access to data plane. The control plane sends modification messages to the switch
over a secure channel. OpenFlow allows researchers to experiment with network
protocols without the network vendor exposing switch details, allowing the behavior
of network to be changed programmatically by the network applications and services.
OpenFlow increases complexity of the packet processing of switch [253].
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OpenStack [254] is a free and modular open source stack for developing cloud com-
puting fabrics, cloud controllers, and cloud applications. OpenStack allows network
operators to build rich network topologies, such as layer-2(L2)-tunneling-layer-3(L3).
OpenStack enables automation and orchestration of cloud resources and cloud appli-
cations. OpenStack is a collaboration of more than one-hundred and thirty companies
from the server and application domains.
Big Switch Networks developed Floodlight Northbound API [255], a RESTful API
that lies between the northbound and southbound APIs of the controller. Floodlight
Northbound API enables maximum network utility and allows network operator to
interact with the network. Floodlight Northbound API allows network applications
and services to communicate with the control plane [255].
Virtualization APIs are available within the hypervisor on client machine. Virtu-
alization APIs are used by network operators to control and manage virtual machines
on client machine. Virtualization APIs are upper layers that communicate with the
controller and switch. Virtualization APIs allow automation and optimization of
network servers, storages, and configurations.
2.5 SDN Research Challenges
2.5.1 Scalability
In medium sized networks, a single controller processes control plane events—packets
effectively [152]. In large networks, such as carrier networks, a single controller lacks
the ability to process substantial control plane events in a timely manner. Achieving
scalability with a single controller in carrier grade networks is hard because of the
requirement to achieve link recovery in 50ms or less [95]. Distributing the control
plane events over multiple controllers ensures timely responses from the controller to
network infrastructure—switch and middlebox.
Distributed controllers [82,148,151,256–258] have been developed to increase the
scalability of control plane. Controller farms dynamically provision [258] controllers
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on demand [259] from a cluster of controllers and load balance control plane events
across multiple controllers, reducing the burden on a single controller [260]. The SDN
architecture maximizes the network events processed in data plane [134] and mini-
mizes network traffic between distributed controllers [261], improving the scalability
of the controller.
The high cost and energy requirements make flow table expensive and limit
flow rules that can be installed. The rule installation should be performed effi-
ciently [262]. The two main approaches for managing flow table space are compression
and caching [186, 263]. Although flow rule optimization [263] and compression tech-
niques are researched [133], the switch flow rule space remains a scalability issue of
the SDN architecture. Increasing flow table size by using memory and CPU of the
switch [264] can be performed, but longer packet delays are introduced when using
the memory and CPU of switch.
2.5.2 Availability
The network operator deploys multiple distributed controllers [82,148,151,258] to
ensure high availability [265,266] of network services. The distributed controllers cre-
ate the global network state using a proof labeling scheme to increase the availability
of network in the control plane [261].
The solution [113] increases the availability of data plane by using a Chord as-
signment policy to install backup flow rules. The ability to recover during link fail-
ures [111, 112, 122, 267–272] and reliably less than 50ms directly impacts availabil-
ity [95].
For network applications, high availability [63] may mean QoS such as bandwidth,
delay, jitter, and reliability is guaranteed. There may be unacceptable delays between
the control plane and data plane [273]. Achieving high availability requires redundant
hardware in the data plane [274] and control plane and intelligent software such as
load balancers [182,187] and failover functionality [113,267].
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2.5.3 Security
Protecting the controller allows network services to function without interruptions.
The switch communicates with the controller using southbound communication over
TLS. TLS has its own inherited security vulnerabilities such as man in the mid-
dle attack. Distributed controllers—multi-domain SDN [60, 124, 166, 273, 275–279]
communicate with one another using east/west-bound communication. Recent re-
search propose securing distributed SDN communication with multi-domain capable
Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC) protocol [280].
The orchestration layer [51] helps prevent attacks [281] from misbehaving appli-
cations. Security has a direct impact on the availability and reliability of network
services [282]. Distributed state and control enhance security by ensuring no single
controller has complete network state and control.
In SDN, a key vulnerability is installation of conflicting flow rules of switch. To
prevent routing loops [214, 283], security vulnerabilities, network outages, and en-
sure consistent processing of packets, the switch flow table should be consistent with
network policies [195], avoiding misconfiguration of switch [284]. Flow rule conflicts
among dynamic applications should be resolved to reduce security risk [192].
Security [193] is increased by using logging, recording and playing back network
events [74], and continuously monitoring [48,226] the network.
2.5.4 Standardization
SDN APIs are still essentially proprietary although there are standardization ef-
forts for the OpenFlow [21] switch. The OpenFlow Switch Consortium was established
in 2008 to maintain the OpenFlow switch specification [285]. The switch functional-
ities and performances varies among vendors [160]. There are significant differences
between OpenFlow specifications [70] which affects application performance.
The Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [16] was established in 2011 in an effort
to increase awareness about OpenFlow and to promote commercialization of SDN.
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OpenDaylight [286] was later created by the networking industry to help standardize
the SDN platform. The interfaces of controller are still in the early stages and indepen-
dent from one another [287]. A standardize controller platform helps with adoption
of SDN. At the time of writing, there is no standardized controller platform.
2.6 Networking Industry
Network vendors are pushing SDN from a concept to implementation of a network
solution which is scalable, automatable, and optimizable in data centers. Data centers
are composed of physical and virtual networks that are difficult to manage because of
low level network details such as ports and links. Managing low level network details
is becoming less efficient with traditional approaches. The network operators will
no longer accept unwillingness of network vendors to change [30]; therefore, network
vendors are required to provide an efficient solution to manage and to optimize the
network. There is a market for providing a network solution which eases the life of
network operators—SDN [288].
IBM [31] developed a 10Gb OpenFlow switch [289] and an OpenFlow controller
which provides centralized control over flows and unlimited virtual machine mobil-
ity [290]. IBM [31] enables deployment of efficient centralized networks, increases
network controllability, and allows the network to be dynamic and flexible to meet
business needs [291].
Extreme Networks OneFabric [32] provides real-time configuration of virtualized
network resources and bridges the gap between virtual machines and network ap-
plications. OneFabric implements locationing and provisioning services in converged
networks to ease burden of network operator.
Oracle SDN [292] enhances application performance and management by dynam-
ically connecting servers and VMs to networks, storage devices, and other VMs. The
Virtual Network Services feature of Oracle SDN provides the ability to rapidly de-
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ploy secure on-demand network services such as firewall, router, load balancer, Virtual
Private Network (VPN), and NAT in a single virtual appliance [292].
Big Switch [26], the leading platform-independent SDN vendor, developed Open
SDN architecture which includes the Big Network Controller and Big Virtual Switch.
The Big Network Controller includes network applications that allow the network
operator to manage, automate, and optimize data center networks.
HP FlexNetwork Architecture provides application characterization, network ab-
straction, and automated orchestration. HP developed the HP Virtual Application
Networks SDN Controller [24] which provides a network abstraction and automates
orchestration of cloud services. The HP controller enables customers to migrate to
the cloud and allows cloud providers to leverage the benefits of SDN. HP Intelligent
Management and Virtual Application Networks allow businesses to create scalable,
agile, and secure networks [24].
Cisco Open Network Environment (ONE) [293] provides an integrated solution
that makes the network open, programmable, and application-ware. ONE [293] opti-
mizes network resources, reduces network operational cost, reduces network miscon-
figuration, and accelerates network service delivery.
Pica8 [294] developed an open SDN reference architecture that addresses cloud
service providers need to reduce capital expense and control operational expense.
Pica8 developed PicOS, a white box switch operating system that is hardware ag-
nostic [294]. PicOS supports OpenFlow and OpenStack and fits [295] into existing
networks.
NEC developed Programmable Networking [25], a SDN solution for data centers.
Programmable Networking [25] creates a cloud-ready network which is fast, scalable,
and open. NEC ProgrammableFlow Networking Suite was the first commercially
available Software-Defined Network (SDN) solution to leverage the OpenFlow proto-
col, enabling full network virtualization [146,170–172] and allowing network operator
to deploy, control, monitor, and manage secure multi-tenant networks [25].
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Metaswitch has taking an evolutionary approach to SDN [296]. Metaswitch fo-
cuses on using SDN to increase operations and capabilities of Multiprotocol La-
bel Switching (MPLS) and Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS).
Metaswitch uses Path Computation Elements (PCEs) to provide the network opera-
tor with the benefits of SDN while leaving existing network equipment to run mature
protocols and algorithms. Metaswitch removes path computation function from the
network and places the function in centralized PCE server; other existing functions
of the network devices remains on switch.
Ericsson [29] Service Provider SDN is making SDN a reality for service providers [28].
Ericsson [29] is using cloud, Network Function Virtualization (NFV), and SDN to
transform the network, making network programmable, automatable, flexible, and
application-responsive [297]. Ericsson introduced the concept of virtual Customer
Premise Equipment (CPE) [298] that allows network services to be moved from home
user router to the cloud. The ability to move network services from router to the
cloud enables dynamic service chaining with SDN [299]. Ericsson Dynamic Service
Chaining solution uses SDN technology to chain network functions where traffic from
subscriber traverses a particular set of service functions [299].
Rapid growth of the SDN market depends upon timely and broad support of a
core set of APIs across controllers of multiple vendors [300]. Evidence of the network-
ing industry strong commitment to adoption of SDN is available OpenFlow enabled
switches [287]. The ability to integrate [109,178] and control [301] legacy switches as
SDN is deployed aids in adoption of SDN.
Adoption of SDN is slowed by absence of a standard, decreasing interoperabil-
ity [302] among network vendors. Each vendor has its own API and SDN function-
ality that limits the ability to engineer and manage traffic across equipment from
multiple vendors [303]. As SDN is still nascent, standard protocols of the networking
industry are still emerging, but moving forward it is important these standards get
created [304].
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Table 2.1: Classification and contribution of SDN research A-N
Project Application
Domain
Layer of
Control
Level of
Programma-
bility
Network
Technology
References
AutoI Network
virtualization
Data plane
and control
plane
Internet [339]
Ca-SDN Routing Application
plane, control
plane, and
data plane
OpenFlow Cloud [340]
DevoFlow Traffic
classification
Control plane OpenFlow Data center [134]
DIFANE Traffic
directing
Data plane
and control
plane
OpenFlow Enterprise [132]
DISCO Traffic
engineering
Control plane OpenFlow WAN [60]
Elastic Tree QoS energy Data plane OpenFlow Data center [341]
Fleet Security Control plane OpenFlow Enterprise [175]
Floodlight Control plane OpenStack
and OpenFlow
Enterprise [102]
FLOWGUARD
Network
policies and
security
Control plane OpenFlow Enterprise [194]
FlowSense Link
utilization
Control plane OpenFlow Internet [243]
FortNOX Network
policies and
security
Control plane SWIG Enterprise [192]
FRESCO Security IDS
and IPS
Application
plane
OpenFlow Enterprise [191]
Hedera Flow
scheduling
Control plane OpenFlow Data center [180]
HyperFlex Network
virtualization
Control plane OpenFlow Carrier [168]
HyperFlow Network syn-
chronization
Control plane OpenFlow Data center [151]
Kandoo Control plane OpenFlow Data center [82]
LIME VM migration Application
plane
OpenFlow Cloud [179]
NetCore Functional
reactive
programming
Control plane OpenFlow Enterprise and
data center
[209]
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Table 2.2: Classification and contribution of SDN research O-Z
Project Application
Domain
Layer of
Control
Level of
Programma-
bility
Network
Technology
References
OFLOPS Application
and switch
performance
Control plane OpenFlow Carrier [159]
OFRewind Switch
configuration
Control plane OpenFlow Data center [74]
Open
Programmable
Extensible
Networks
(OPEN)
Traffic
engineering
Data plane OpenFlow and
Virtualization
API
Internet [183]
Open Router
Virtualization
Framework
Network
virtualization
Data Plane OpenFlow Internet [342]
Open
Transport
Switch (OTS)
Data Plane OpenFlow Internet [119]
OpenVirteX Network
virtualization
Control plane OpenFlow Enterprise [167]
OpenvSwitch Data plane OpenFlow [118]
OpenADN Network
Policies
Data plane OpenFlow Internet [343]
OpenFlow Data plane [252]
OpenSAFE Traffic
directing
Control Plane OpenFlow Enterprise [244]
OpenTM Traffic matrix Application
plane
OpenFlow Enterprise [241]
Procera Functional
reactive
programming
Application
plane and
control plane
Enterprise and
home
[205]
QoS-aware
Network
Operating
System
(QNOX)
Control plane OpenFlow Carrier [344]
QuagFlow Routing Application
plane and
control plane
OpenFlow [345]
RouteFlow Routing Application
plane and
control Plane
OpenFlow Internet [346]
SOFT Switch
configuration
Data plane
and control
plane
OpenFlow [161]
SoftRAN Load
balancing and
mobility
Control plane Cellular [91]
SplitArchitecture
(SPARC)
Application
plane and data
plane
Carrier [94]
VeriFlow Network
policies
Control plane Internet [214]
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2.7 Conclusions
This chapter discussed the state-of-the-art in SDN. It reviewed past programmable
network research efforts, and discussed how they impacted SDN. This chapter re-
viewed and summarized SDN research. This chapter identified future SDN research
challenges. It discussed the state of SDN in networking industry. It discussed network
vendors and how the vendors are pushing SDN because of SDN’s ability to reduce
expenses. This chapter presented a set of characteristics and classification scheme for
better understanding about relationship between existing SDN bodies of work. The
classification scheme includes.
• The network technology—implicitly determines the level of programmabil-
ity.
• Layer of control—the network plane that the network operator controls be-
havior of network.
• The application domain—indicates functionality of application such as rout-
ing and load balancing.
• The level of programmability—indicates the network plane where network
service is exposed and API that accesses the network service.
SDN allows rapid innovation of network applications, reduces network capitol
expenses, and controls network operation expenses. This chapter identified key inno-
vations that are pushing networking paradigm shift. The innovations are leading to
a programmable, automatable, and flexible network known as SDN. The key innova-
tions pushing network paradigm shift are.
• virtualization of network and network hardware such as servers and storage,
• separation of the data plane and control plane—network hardware and net-
work software,
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• availability of open programmable interfaces such as OpenFlow and Open-
Stack,
• rapid development and rapid deployment of network services such as fire-
wall, NAT, and DPI, and
• automation and full control of network services such as billing systems and
load balancing.
SDN is a network architecture that supports virtualization of computer network
and network hardware, separation of the control plane and data plane using an open
programmable interface, and rapid development and rapid deployment of fully auto-
mated network services.
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3 VIDEO OVER SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING (VSDN)
3.1 Abstract
Supporting end-to-end quality of service (QoS) for video applications requires the
network to select optimum path among multiple paths to improve the performance
of video application. Multiple paths between source and destination may be avail-
able, but because of the network high coupling design identifying alternative paths
is difficult. Network architecture such as Integrated services (IntServ) installs path
from source to destination that may not be optimum—best case path for the video
application. Furthermore, it is an arduous task for video application developers to
request service from IntServ.
This chapter provides three contributions to the literature on providing end-to-
end QoS for real-time interactive video applications. This chapter presents Video over
Software-Defined Networking (VSDN), a network architecture that selects optimum
path using the network-wide view. This chapter describes how the video application
developer uses protocol for requesting service from the network. This chapter presents
the results of implementing a prototype of VSDN, evaluating behavior of VSDN.
Requesting service from VSDN requires three parameters from the video application
developer. The message complexity of VSDN is linear.
3.2 Introduction
Integrated Services (IntServ) framework, a flow based Quality of Service (QoS)
network architecture, allows network elements such as sender, receiver, and routers
to reserve network resources which guarantees end-to-end service. IntServ framework
uses two protocols—flow specification describes traffic patterns and reservation pro-
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tocol transmits reservations among network elements and allows applications such as
video and voice to make reservations. The QoS sensitive tasks such as video compres-
sion and audio compression of the applications require guaranteed bandwidth and
bounded delay and jitter.
Supporting end-to-end QoS for real-time interactive video applications requires the
network to select optimum path among multiple paths to improve the performance of
video application. The network control protocols may not install optimum path for
the video application and is incapable of exploring alternative paths since the control
protocol relies on the routing protocol to select path. For example, if there exists two
network paths—path1 and path2; path1 that has congestion is 3 hops and path2 that
has no congestion is 5 hops. Path1 that is 3 hops is selected to install reservation if
routing protocol uses shortest path. Selecting path1 for real-time interactive video
applications negatively impacts the performance of video application because path1
is congested.
The network path selection should be adaptive to changing network conditions
such as link failures and node failures and should be context aware about state of
paths including bandwidth, jitter, and delay. For example, network path selection can
be automated based on characteristics of certain applications [305]. Although MPLS,
data-carrying mechanisms, selects multiple paths, MPLS is not dynamic and the
network operator manually configures paths at each router within the network [197].
The network control protocols are capable of adapting to network failures, but data
packets are lost or receive best-effort service between failure and next PATH refresh
messages which is 30 seconds before path is updated and resources are allocated to
network flow; therefore, this chapter presents the experience and results of identifying
a network architecture that ensures end-to-end QoS for real-time interactive video
applications.
The main contributions to research are. This chapter presents Video over Soft-
ware Defined Networks (VSDN), a network architecture and protocol for supporting
real-time interactive video applications. This chapter illustrates how the sender and
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receiver use the application program interface (API) to request service from the net-
work. This chapter presents the results of implementing VSDN in a network simula-
tor. This chapter evaluates VSDN runtime performance using message complexity.
Chapter organization. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.
Section 3.3 motivates the need for Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN).
Section 3.4 discusses the design and implementation of VSDN. Section 3.5 presents
and interprets the simulation results. Section 3.6 compares VSDN to related works.
Section 3.7 provides concluding remarks and lessons learned.
3.3 Motivation: Integrated Services (IntServ)
Integrated Services (IntServ) network architecture uses reservation protocols to
signal end-to-end QoS over IP networks. The network resources are reserved on a hop-
by-hop basis using two messages. The sender uses the PATH message to install reverse
routing path on each router along the path and conveys to the receiver characteristics
of expected network traffic. The receiver uses the RESV message to request QoS
of packets from each router along the path. Reservation protocols use PATH and
RESV messages to install soft states in the network devices along the path selected
by routing protocol. The soft states contain descriptions of the expected network
traffic characteristics such as traffic rate, queue size, and peak traffic rate. The
reservation protocol works with different routing protocols to provide QoS for real-
time applications.
The resource reservations are made using the path that the routing protocols
such as RIP, IS-IS, or OSPF select. Reservation protocols have advantages such as
soft-state adaptive nature, the ability of receiver to initiate the reservation, and the
possibility to merge reservation requests. The reservation protocol which is used by
IntServ has its disadvantages. For example, in Figure 3.1, the best path—bandwidth,
jitter, and delay to send the video traffic is R1-R2-R4-R5. If routers in autonomous
system one (AS1) is running OSPF, the shortest path stored in each router link state
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Sender Receiver R1 
R3 
R4 R2 
R5 
AS1 
Figure 3.1.: A network with sender and receiver.
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database is R1-R5; therefore, packets to and from the sender and receiver are sent
along path R1-R5 which is two hops.
The reservation protocols install PATH and RESV states in R1 and R5 to support
QoS for real-time interactive video applications; although the best path for the video
traffic is R1-R2-R4-R5. InServ is unable to select the best path for the video traffic.
Furthermore, if a link failure occurs between R1 and R5, a new path is found. The
network makes the following adjustments. A link failure is detect and each link state
router database is updated to reflect link R1-R5 failure. The next shortest path R1-
R3-R5 is selected after failure, but the best path for the video traffic is R1-R2-R4-R5.
The network has failed to find optimum or best path for the real-time interactive
video application.
Because relying on the network routing and reservation protocols to provide end-
to-end QoS for real-time interactive video applications may not deliver the best per-
formance, there are two issues that this chapter addresses.
Issue 1: Identify network architecture that supports optimum path
selection. As Figure 3.1 illustrates, selecting optimum or feasible path requires
network-wide view or global network state. Hop-by-hop decision making may not
deliver the best performance. A network architecture needs to be developed that
dynamically selects optimum path and provides feasible backup paths in the case of
failure—node or link.
Issue 2: Develop protocol that allows real-time interactive video appli-
cations to request end-to-end QoS from the network. A protocol needs to be
developed to allow the video application developers to request network services from
the network. The protocol needs to request and maintain state that is necessary to
ensure optimum path selection.
The rest of this chapter discusses how Issue 1 and Issue 2 are addressed. This
chapter integrates usability when designing and implementing VSDN.
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3.4 Design and Implementation
One key design requirement for addressing—Issue 1 : Identify architecture needed
to support optimum video path selection is the need for the network-wide view [306]
to make optimum path selection; this requirement leads to the use of software-defined
networking (SDN) [16] and OpenFlow [21] to address Issue 1.
Figure 3.1 has been redesigned to use SDN and the OpenFlow protocol as illus-
trated in Figure 3.2. A SDN controller that has the network-wide view has been
added.
Sender Receiver R1 
R3 
R4 R2 
R5 
AS1 
SDN 
Controller 
OpenFlow 
Figure 3.2.: SDN network with sender and receiver.
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3.4.1 Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
Figure 3.2 illustrates the SDN architecture. SDN separates the control plane—routing
decision from the data plane—forwarding decision. The control plane is logically cen-
tralized in the controller and runs on commodity hardware. The switches become
dumb devices, performing packet forwarding with instructions from the controller.
The OpenFlow protocol enables communication between the control plane—controller
and the data plane—switch.
3.4.2 VSDN Design Overview
VSDN is a network architecture that allows real-time interactive video applications
to request guaranteed service from the network. The design of VSDN integrates
usability.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the VSDN architecture. The architecture has four system
elements—sender, switch, controller, and receiver. The sender and receiver rely on
the network that is composed of R1 and R2 to provide end-to-end QoS.
The Policy Control (PC) is separated from physical device—router or switch and
is relocated within Video QoS Controller (VQC), providing policy consistency among
the network devices. The PC accepts commands from the network administrator
about how to process the network traffic. The network administrator uses the PC
to enforce network constraints [284]. The policy translator maps policies stored in
policy database to network configurations. The Resource Monitor (RM) monitors
the network resources. The RM periodically collects statistics from the physical
devices—switches and middleboxes. The RM stores the network state in the resource
database.
The VQC uses the Admission Control (AC) to reserve network resources when QoS
request is received. When a request is received on a router interface, admission control
is performed on the interface. If network resources are available on the receiving
network interface, the video QoS process finds an optimum or feasible path that
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SDN Controller 
OpenFlow 
Sender Receiver 
Switch (R1) Switch (R2) 
Video 
Application 
Video 
Application 
Figure 3.3.: VSDN architecture, showing the relationships between the architectural
elements. There are four elements including the sender, switch, controller, and re-
ceiver. The sender and receiver rely on the switches, R1 and R2, to provide end-to-end
QoS. The controller communicates with the switches, sender, and receiver over secure
channels using OpenFlow. The sender and receiver request QoS from the network.
The network devices R1 and R2 are edge switches which use packet shapers to shape
traffic of the sender and receiver. A number of intermediate switches may exist be-
tween R1 and R2 which network traffic passes through, but only the edge switches
shape network traffic. For simplicity, only R1 and R2 are shown.
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Network Resources (Links, Middleboxes, and Switches) 
Control Plane 
Data Plane 
Network Operating System (NOS) 
Video QoS Process 
Routing Module Admission Control Policy Control 
Topology Database Resource Database 
Resource Monitor 
Policy Database 
Topology Monitor 
VSDN QoS  
Application 
Figure 3.4.: VSDN controller, illustrating the architectural elements. The controller
processes the QoS request. The controller manages the network resources such as
bandwidth. The admission controller manages the network resources. The routing
module finds feasible end-to-end paths.
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can service the request. If network resources are unavailable on the interface, the
VQC returns an error to the requester. The AC manages a pool of resources such
as interfaces, bandwidth, memory, and CPU. The network resources are subtracted
from the pool when a request is serviced and the resources are added to the pool
when request finishes.
The Routing Module (RM) calculates feasible paths from ingress router to egress
router. Constraint based routing algorithms and implementations have been studied
in detail [307]. The RM returns a list of subgraphs or paths that meet the QoS
constraints such as bandwidth, jitter, and delay. The Topology Monitor (TM) updates
the network configuration when there is a network change such as node or link failure,
deletion, or addition. The RM uses the network topology that is stored in a database
to find feasible paths.
The main element of the architecture is the Video QoS Process (VQP), in Fig-
ure 3.4. The VQP processes the VSDN messages. The VQC processes sender, receiver,
and error messages. The VQP maintains the session states and ensures network clients
follow the VSDN protocol. If a network client fails to follow the VSDN protocol, the
VQP generates an error stating the reason request failed. A valid request from sender
generates a session in the session database. The session database contains flow in-
formation such as session identifier and destination and source addresses and ports.
After a request is received from the sender, the request is forwarded to the receiver.
If receiver accepts request or reservation, the receiver sends a request message to
the VQC. Upon receiving a valid receiver request message, the VQC performs policy
control and admission control to determine if the reservation can be made.
If the reservation is allowed, the VQP requests feasible paths from the RM. The
RM returns a subgraph that the controller uses to configure network devices. After the
network devices are configured, the receiver forwards confirmation message from VQC
to sender, reserving the path. The sender and receiver communicate over the reserved
path. The sender and receiver can issue the remove message to remove session from
the network and release network resources. The VQP manages sessions and ensures
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the sessions are updated or timed-out and removed. Figure 3.4 illustrates VQC
running on network operating system [55] that provides a centralized programmatic
interface to the network.
Video Application 
Network 
Control 
Plane 
Data 
Plane 
Slicing Layer 
Packet Classifier Packet Scheduler 
OpenFlow 
Figure 3.5.: VSDN client, showing the relationship of the elements. The network
client has a slicing layer which is used for sharing home network. The controller uses
slicing layer to configure network client QoS. The packet classifier identifies packets
which belong to a specific flow. The packet scheduler ensures packets are in profile
before entering the network.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the architecture of network clients—the sender and receiver.
The VSDN enabled sender and receiver host the video applications. The slicing
layer [99] allows multiple service providers to share common infrastructure and sup-
ports more than one policy and business model. The slicing layer allows the VSDN
service providers to control their share of the client network. The video application
communicates with the network using QoS API. The packets belonging to a flow are
identified by the packet classifier. The packets are identified using the address of
sender, address of destination, port of sender, port of destination, and protocol ID.
The packet scheduler ensures the video packets are in specification such as rate,
bandwidth, and queue size. The packet scheduler ensures packets are in specification
before the packets are transmitted to the network. The network administrator has
global policy control over the network elements—client, switch, and router.
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Packet 
Shaper 
Traffic Management 
VSDN Controller 
Packet Buffer Flow Table Execute Action Scheduler 
Out Port In Port 
Packet Processing 
Figure 3.6.: VSDN switch, showing the relationship of the elements. A packet enters
the switch through the In Port and continues through pipeline. The packet is dropped,
forwarded to controller, or forwarded out of Out Port at Execute Action. The port
has a packet shaper—a queue that ensures QoS of each flow. Only edge switch has
packet shaper installed because the edge switch shapes the network traffic.
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Figure 3.6 illustrates the architecture of VSDN switch—R1 and R2. The VSDN
switch is OpenFlow enabled. The VSDN controller upon receiving and validating
QoS service request from network client issues set-queue action to each switch along
the path. The controller issues flow-add action to each switch along the path after
issuing the set-queue request. If either set-queue or flow-add request fails, the switch
returns an error message to the controller. The set-queue request causes the switch
to create a per-flow Weighted Fair Queue (WFQ) and traffic shaper using Traffic
SPECification (TSpec) [308].
In Figure 3.6, a packet enters the switch and is queued. The packet is forwarded
through flow table pipeline where the packet is sent to the controller or dropped or
continues through the flow table pipeline until there is a matching flow table entry.
The packet is eventually forwarded to the port where QoS has been configured. The
configuration of queue dictates basic QoS forwarding behavior. Full end-to-end QoS
support over SDN is unsupported in OpenFlow [21].
3.4.3 VSDN Protocol
This section discusses the action of each element of the VSDN architecture and
how the sender and receiver interact with the network.
Sender
The sender, in Figure 3.2, makes a call to QoS API using requestQoS(video ser-
vice, destination address, destination port). The video applications remove session
from the network using the Session Id returned from requestQoS. The video applica-
tion developer can request four video services—Common Interchange Format (CIF),
Enhanced Definition (ED), and High Definition (HD).
The router R1 forwards message to the VQC after receiving the message from
sender in Figure 3.2. The VQC determines if request of sender exists. If session does
exists, the VQC responds with invalid request, if the message is not from a timeout
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request. If the session does not exist and policy allows sender to issue request, the
VQC creates the session and responds to R1 that forwards the packet to receiver
through R2. The sender waits on the confirmation from receiver. After receiving the
confirmation from receiver, the sender and receiver begins the video session.
Receiver
The receiver receives request from the sender on an application callback processRe-
quest(SessionID) and call acceptQoSRequest(SessionID). The video application stores
the SessionID that is used for accepting a request and removing a session from the
network. The receiver makes reservation with the network using traffic pattern de-
scribed by the sender. R2 receives request from the receiver and forwards the request
to the VQC that determines if the session exists. If the session does not exist, the
VQC generates an error that is sent to receiver. If session does exist, the VQC
uses the policy control, admission control, and router module to make the resource
reservation, if the receiver is authorized.
The RM returns feasible paths for the request. The VQC selects the route and
issues configuration request to the network operating system (NOS) which manages
the network devices. The receiver receives the confirmation from VQC about the
status of installed path. After receiving the confirmation from VQC, the receiver
sends the confirmation to sender. The VQC returns an error message to the receiver
if the VQC is unable to find a feasible path. The path is reserved and configured
when the sender receives the confirmation message.
Removing Reservation
The network client explicitly removes reservation from sender, receiver, and net-
work using removeQoSRequest(SessionID) or implicitly through flow timeout from
the switch or network client. The edge switch forwards the remove message from
sender or receiver to VQC where validity of message is determined. The VQC after
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validating message removes the session from session database and flow entries from
the switches and network clients. The edge switch forwards the remove message from
the VQC to destination. The flow timeout implicitly removes the flow from network
client if the remove message is not received from the network.
Controller
The VQC or controller receives request from the receiver. After receiving request
from receiver, the controller performs admission control and policy control. Policy
control determines if the receiver can make reservation and admission control deter-
mines if network resources are available to service request. The controller finds the
path that can service request. After finding the path, the controller installs the flows
and queues in the switches and network clients. The controller forwards a confirma-
tion message to the receiver. The receiver responds to the sender with a confirmation
message.
Switch
The VSDN switch is a network device that is programmed by the controller. The
switch forwards the request message to the controller. The controller determines if a
reservation can be made by the receiver. The switch installs the flow in flow table of
switch and installs the queue on port or return an error to controller if the switch is
unable to complete flow and queue installation.
Network Client
The VSDN network client is a network device that is programmed by the con-
troller. The controller sends the client flow modification request which client uses
to configure its flow table. The client performs instructions—add flow or delete flow
and install queue on port when programmed by the controller. The client returns an
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error to the controller if the client is unable to complete flow modification or queue
installation.
3.4.4 OpenFlow Changes
An OpenFlow switch provides limited QoS support through a simple queuing
mechanism [21]; therefore, the VSDN switch requires changes to OpenFlow queue
structures.
The queue properties are modified to support guaranteed service (GS). A new
property is added to support GS queuing. The GS queue property contains fields such
as traffic rate, bucket size, peak traffic rate, minimum packet size, maximum packet
size, maximum link capacity, and rate for token bucket traffic shaping. In Figure 3.6,
the switch creates a token bucket shaping queue for each requested flow. The queuing
process regulates traffic for each flow using the traffic specification provided by the
controller.
3.4.5 Network Client API
The network client API allows the client to request service from the network. The
interface of VSDN requires three input parameters from the developer. The details
of API are not discussed in this chapter.
The service is requested using requestQoS(v, d, p). The sender can request three
types of video services—Common Interchange Format (CIF), Enhanced Definition
(ED), or High Definition (HD).
The receiver accepts the request using acceptQoSRequest(s). The sender and
receiver can remove a session using removeQoSRequest(s). The processRequest(s, d)
notifies application about network related events.
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3.4.6 QoS Mapping
There are two service specifications for real-time tolerant applications such as
video streaming and real-time intolerant applications such as interactive video. The
two service specifications are Controlled Load (CL) [309] and Guaranteed Service
(GS) [308]. The VSDN architecture supports GS. The VSDN protocol uses the at-
tributes in Table 3.2 to configure the token bucket processes [310] of the network
devices.
The application specifies the video type such as CIF, ED, or HD and avoids
specific flow specification attributes. The controller understands the video types and
converts from video type to TSpec and sends request to the network devices; therefore,
a mapping scheme is needed to map between video type and TSPec.
Table 3.3 describes the mapping between video type and GS specification. The
values were derived from available data from Google Hangout and Microsoft Skype
communication platforms. The frame size in kilobyte (KB) determines packets and
bucket size (b) needed to deliver a single frame.
For example, HD requires 60 KB for each frame which is 40 * 1.5 KB packets. At
30 frames per second (fps), video type HD has rate (r) of 1200 (fps * b) and bucket
size (b) of 40 which holds a single frame. The slack term (s) is dependent on the
service level agreement (SLA) between service provider and customer. The switch
does not use slack term because the switch does not manage network resources. The
slack terms enables the controller to make network resource adjustments.
3.5 Results
This section analyzes message complexity of VSDN.
Performance metrics - to assess the performance of VSDN, this chapter chooses
following performance metrics.
• Message complexity - measures message count for the client request. The types
of messages are illustrated in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.7.: Average VSDN message count when client requests increases. The six
node network message complexity is linear.
Figure 3.7 illustrates messages in system with six-node network. At 500 client
requests, the setqueue and unsetqueue messages are 2,000. The request messages are
2,000. The remove and accept messages are 3,000 because the remove and accept
messages traverse the control plane for resource management. At 1,000 requests, the
setqueue and unsetqueue messages are 4,000. The request messages are 4,000. The
remove and accept messages are 6,000. Each message type increases linearly from
500 client requests to 4,000 client requests. The system message count for 500 client
requests is 12,000. At 2,000 client requests, the system message count is 48,000.
At 4,000 client requests, the system message count is 96,000. From the results, the
message count is 24 times client requests. This chapter did not introduce network
errors during test runs which affects message count including error messages which
count is 0.
Figure 3.8 illustrates messages in system with thirteen-node network. At 500
client requests, the setqueue and unsetqueue messages are 2,500. The remove and
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accept messages are 3,500. At 1,000 requests, the setqueue and unsetqueue are 5,000.
The remove and accept messages are 7,000. At 2,000 requests, the setqueue and
unsetqueue messages are 10,000. From results, each message type increases linearly
from 500 client requests to 4,000 client requests. At 500 client requests, the message
count is 14,500. At 1,000 client requests, the message count in system is 29,000. At
2,000 client requests, the message count in system is 58,000. At 3,000 requests, the
message count in system is 87,000. At 4,000 client requests, the message count in
system is 116,000. The message count is 29 times client requests.
Between Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8, the message count in system is 24 and 29
times the client requests respectively. In Figure 3.8, the message count is 5 times
more than message count in Figure 3.7 because of the longer paths between the
source and destination with the thirteen-node network. Each additional node in path
is configured with VSDN messages; therefore, the node count affects the message
count of the system.
3.6 Related Works
IntServ [3] is flow based network architecture that uses reservation protocols to
signal end-to-end QoS between the sender, network, and receiver. VSDN is similar
to IntServ because end-to-end QoS path resources are reserved explicitly between
sender and receiver. Unlike IntServ, VSDN does not require refresh messages to
refresh soft-states installed in the network devices. Flooding of refresh messages is
one disadvantages of IntServ that affects scalability [311]. VSDN selects optimal path
using the requirement of the application. IntServ is unable to explore alternative
paths; therefore, IntServ selects the same path as routing protocol to install QoS
which may not deliver best performance.
Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [311] uses flow aggregation and hop-by-hop de-
cision making process to address the scalability issues of IntServ. DiffServ applies
network-wide set of traffic classes. The network operator classifies flows between the
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sender and receiver in a predefined manner. A network device, when receiving a
packet marked with DiffServ value, applies scheduling and shaping techniques using
traffic class. The Type of Service header field in IP header allows traffic classification.
Unlike VSDN, DiffServ is unable to guarantee QoS to the application because each
network device or router is configured independently and network-wide policing is
difficult because there is no network-wide view.
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a layer 2.5 label switching technique
that inserts label for network prefix to allow routers to perform quick lookup of label
instead of using longest prefix matching [312]. The label technique allows MPLS to
perform faster packet classifications and forwarding. As with DiffServ, MPLS ag-
gregates or classifies flows in the path. VSDN works on a per-flow basis and could
aggregate flows from a single user to optimize network resources. Unlike VSDN,
MPLS lacks real-time path configuration during adverse network conditions such as
node failure, link failure, or network congestion [312]. VSDN makes real-time con-
figuration changes as a result of adverse network conditions without prior knowledge
about the traffic pattern of network.
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3.7 Conclusions
This chapter presented Video over Software Defined Networking (VSDN), a net-
work architecture that selects optimum path for real-time interactive video applica-
tions—improving application performance. The developer request service from the
network using the network client API. This chapter developed a prototype to illus-
trate the functions of the network and analyzed the behavior of VSDN. The message
complexity of VSDN is linear.
After conceptualizing, designing, and implementing VSDN in a simulator, the
following lessons were learned:
• Development of a network service. Developing a network service requires
focus on usability—users and tasks.
• Using a single SDN controller. Using a single network controller for large
scale networks leads to performance issues.
• Separation of control plane and data plane. Separating the control plane
and data plane allows flexible application design choices to be considered.
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4 EXPLICIT ROUTING IN SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING (ERSDN):
ADDRESSING CONTROLLER SCALABILITY
4.1 Abstract
Software-defined networking (SDN) promises a more flexible, automatable and
programmable computer network. SDN separates the control plane and data plane.
The control plane is placed in a logically centralized controller which hosts network
applications such as traffic engineering, QoS, and firewall. The centralized controller
creates a scalability problem when processing large control plane events—packets. Re-
ducing network events processed in the control plane and only processing required net-
work events is critical in addressing scalability concerns of the SDN architecture. This
chapter addresses the controller scalability problem by introducing Explicit Routing
in SDN (ERSDN), a routing scheme that reduces the control plane events—packets.
This chapter makes three contributions to the literature on reducing the burden
on controller. This chapter presents ERSDN, a routing scheme that selects transit
routers throughout network at edge routers. This chapter presents the design and
implementation of ERSDN. This chapter evaluates the effect of ERSDN on the scal-
ability of controller by measuring the network events processed in the control plane.
ERSDN reduces the network events processed in the control plane by 430%.
4.2 Introduction
The Software-defined networking (SDN) architecture is a network architecture
that separates the control plane and data plane [16]. The control plane of network
devices is relocated to a logically centralized controller. The control and data planes
communicate with one another over a secure channel using OpenFlow [21]. The
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controller has a network-wide view which the controller uses to provision, configure,
and manage network resources such as CPU, memory, flow tables, and bandwidth in
the data plane—switches and middleboxes. The controller configures routes through
the network by modifying the flow table of switches. The entries in the flow table
determines the packet action such as drop, forward to controller, or forward to port.
Packets that have no matching entries in the flow table are forwarded to the controller
for processing. The controller can block packet flow or install a new flow in the
switch—ingress to egress. Once the flows are installed, subsequent packets traverse
the installed path. Once the packets have traverse network, the flow for particular
packets is removed either explicitly by the controller or implicitly by timeout built in
the network device.
In SDN, the first packet of each flow is forwarded to the controller by each transit
switch. The controller processes packet and installs flow in switch before returning
the packet to the switch to be forwarded to next transit switch in the path. The
next downstream switch receives packet and forwards the packet to controller. The
controller installs flow in switch flow table and returns packet to switch that forwards
the packet to the next hop. This hop-by-hop process continues until the packet exits
egress switch. The control plane events generated by a single packet is proportional
to the hops the packet traverses. The control plane events become significant as
packets enter and leave the network using reactive installation of flows [180]. The
network operator can proactively [180] instead of reactively install packet flows to
reduce control plane events.
Proactively installing flow entries may have great consequences. For example, the
network operator has complete knowledge about network traffic which enters network.
The network operator proactively installs packet flows in switch. Security is an issue
because the controller loses flow visibility when the flows are proactively installed.
The network applications such as billing and monitoring require the network event
generated by first packet—processed in control plane to function. If a switch or port
fails, the network and controller is not configured to make adjustment for the failure;
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therefore, packets would be lost. The network user would experience disruption in
network service. There is a trade-off between flow table space and visibility of the
network activity when flows are installed proactively. Although proactively installing
flows reduces control plane events, proactive installation of flows is hard because the
network operator cannot possibly know all network traffic patterns.
The SDN architecture flow installation protocol does not address large network
events processed in the control plane—controller. The flow installation occurs on
a hop-by-hop basis. Each switch forwards first packet of flow to controller. The
unnecessary forwarding of the first packet increases control plane events.
Therefore, this chapter presents the experiment and results of Explicit Routing
in Software-Defined Network (ERSDN), a reactive flow installation protocol used
in Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN), a network architecture that
provides end-to-end QoS for real-time interactive video application [200]. The main
contributions of this chapter are. This chapter presents Explicit Routing in Software-
Defined Networking (ERSDN), a flow installation protocol that uses explicit routing
to reduce control plane events. This chapter presents the results of implementing
ERSDN in a network simulator [313]. This chapter presents an empirical study that
evaluates ERSDN runtime performance.
Chapter organization. The remainder of this chapter is organized as fol-
lows. Section 4.3 motivates need for Explicit Routing in Software-Defined Networking
(ERSDN). Section 4.4 discusses design and implementation of ERSDN. Section 4.5
presents results of simulating ERSDN in a network simulator and interprets results.
Section 4.6 compares ERSDN to related works. Section 4.7 provides concluding re-
marks.
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4.3 Software-Defined Networking (SDN) Overview and Video Over Software-Defined
Networking (VSDN) Implementation
This section discusses SDN/Openflow architecture. It discusses VSDN imple-
mentation and limitations in reducing the network events processed in the control
plane.
4.3.1 Software-Defined Networking (SDN) Overview
Sender Receiver R1 
R3 
R4 
AS1 
R2 
SDN 
Controller 
OpenFlow 
Figure 4.1.: SDN network with sender and receiver.
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new approach in designing and devel-
oping computer networks [16]. SDN, using similar concepts as seen in server virtu-
alization, allows computer networks to support rapid changing business needs. The
key SDN concepts are abstractions—network as a graph, network virtualization, au-
tomation and orchestration of network services. SDN abstractions provide relevant
information that applications use to improve their functionality and provide the means
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for applications to specify desired behavior of network without the need to be aware
of network configuration details [50].
SDN allows network applications and services to be rapidly developed and de-
ployed. The control and data planes are decoupled and the network intelligence
and state is relocated in a logically centralized controller. The network applications
such as traffic engineering, network virtualization, and path resiliency are abstracted
from the network and relocated in logically centralized controller as illustrated in
Figure 4.1. The controller views network infrastructure including switches, routers,
links and middle-boxes as a graph; this is the core of the SDN architecture. The
SDN architecture exposes the flow tables of network infrastructure through an open
programmable interfaces such as OpenFlow [21] or ForCES [67] which program the
behavior of the network.
4.3.2 Video Over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN) Implementation
VSDN addresses rigidity of the path selection process of QoS network architec-
tures [200]. VSDN provides end-to-end QoS guarantees for real-time interactive video
applications. VSDN uses network-wide view to select optimum path for video appli-
cations using bandwidth, delay, and jitter. VSDN uses the SDN architecture and
OpenFlow protocol to separate the control and data planes. The VSDN controller
contains the routing logic and path selection application. The main element of VSDN
architecture is the routing module (RM) that performs path computation.
VSDN Path Selection and Flow Installation
In Figure 4.1, when a request for network service is received from the sender, the
switch—R1 forwards request using the default path—R1-R3-R4. Switch R4 forwards
the request message to the receiver. The receiver generates an accept message and
sends the accept message to R4. R4 forwards the accept message to controller. The
controller uses the routing module (RM) [200] to find a feasible path that meets
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path constraints—bandwidth, delay, and jitter. The RM returns a list of feasible
paths to the controller. The admission control module processes the feasible paths
to determine if network resources are available. If network resources are available,
the controller installs the path—sends a modification message to each switch along
the path—R4-R2-R1. After the path is installed, the controllers returns the accept
message to R4 that forwards the accept message to R2. R2 forwards the accept
message to R1. R1 forwards the accept message to sender.
VSDN installs optimum path, but generates one control plane event for each switch
in the selected path. VSDN using explicit routing generates a single control plane
event for installing an optimum path. For example, if the controller uses explicit
routing the accept message is altered to include the path R4-R2-R1; the controller
generates one control plane event instead of three events. The controller sends the
accept message to R4 only.
The scalability of controller impacts deployment of SDN [82, 151, 158, 163, 260].
The scalability of the controller is improved by reducing the amount of state dis-
tributed from the control plane to data plane [149]. Explicit routing is needed to ad-
dress the controller scalability problem. The remainder of this chapter discusses how
Explicit Routing in Software-Defined Networking (ERSDN) addresses the controller
scalability problem.
4.4 Design and Implementation
This section discusses design and implementation of Explicit Routing in Software-
Defined Networking (ERSDN). This section discusses how ERSDN addresses chal-
lenge introduced in Section 4.3.2.
4.4.1 VSDN Flow Installation
Figure 4.1 represents a four-node SDN network. SDN/OpenFlow architecture,
same as VSDN, installs flows hop-by-hop. In Figure 4.1, the receiver receives request
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and responds with an accept message. The switch R4 receives accept message from
receiver. The switch R4 checks its flow table for a matching flow. If flow does not
match R4 forwards accept message to controller. The controller checks with policy
control to ensure receiver can reserve network resources. The controller requests the
routing module (RM) to find an optimum path such as R4-R2-R1. The controller
checks with admission control to determine if network resources are available for the
request. If network resources are available the controller installs the selected path.
The controller starts with R4; then, installs flow in R2 followed by R1. In this
example, one accept message generates three control plane events. Reducing network
events such as accept messages in the control plane using explicit routing is the main
idea of this chapter.
4.4.2 Design Choices
The following design choices were made to reduce the events in control plane:
1. For each VSDN message such as accept only signal edge router—R1 or R4, in
Figure 4.1.
2. Allow core or access routers—R2 and R3 to install flow after receiving VSDN
message from another switch.
3. Append required path to accept message, enabling each switch to process accept
message and install required flow. This process is the same for other VSDN
messages such as remove [200].
4.4.3 VSDN Purposed Flow Installation
In Figure 4.1, the controller receives the accept message from R4, the controller
checks with policy control to ensure receiver can reserve network resources. The
controller uses routing module (RM) to find an optimum path which meets the path
constraints such as 3.0 Mbps, 60 ms delay, and 30 ms jitter. The path R4-R3-R1
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meets path constraints. The controller appends the path to accept message. The
controller configures flow in R4. The controller sends altered accept message to R4.
R4 processes accept message and forwards the accept message to R3. The accept
message is forwarded to R3 that processes and forwards the accept message to R1.
R1 forwards accept message to sender, in Figure 4.1.
4.4.4 VSDN Switch Implementation Changes
Algorithm 1 Process Accept Message In Switch
procedure ProcessAcceptMessage(OFM)
OFM: OpenFlow Modification
if (FlowIsConfigured(OFM) == FALSE) then
DoOutPut(OFM.BufferId, InPort)
else
if (SwitchType() == ACCESS) then
AddV SDNShaper(OFM.OutPutPort, OFM)
end if
R = AddF low(OFM)
B = RetrieveBuffer(OFM.BufferID)
ExecuteActions(OFM.BufferID,B,OFM.Actions)
end if
end procedure
In algorithm 1, the changes to the switch are shown. In procedure ProcessAc-
ceptMessage, the switch receives an OpenFlow Modification (OFM) that determines
if flow is configured—FlowIsConfigured(OFM). If flow is configured, the switch passes
buffer—packet out port to its destination—DoOutPut.
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The flow is added—AddFlow if the flow is not configured. If the switch is an AC-
CESS—ingress or egress, the switch installs a traffic shaper using AddVSDNShaper.
The traffic shaper ensures QoS of the flow. The buffer is retrieve using Retrieve-
Buffer. The ExecuteActions performs required actions on buffer such as output to
switch port, set MPLS label, or vendor specific action.
The major change in switch is the ability of switch to add its flow. The Pro-
cessAcceptMessage procedure can be called by the controller sending a modification
message or switch receiving an accept message on its input port.
4.4.5 VSDN Controller Implementation Changes
In algorithm 2, the changes to controller are shown. The switch forwards the ac-
cept message to the controller. The procedure ProcessAcceptMessage in algorithm 2
receives the accept message as a buffer—B from switch network device—S. The con-
troller retrieves video type using GetVideoTypeFromBuffer(B).
The GetContraintsFromVideoType retrieves video type constraints such as band-
width, delay, and jitter. The policy control checks if request is over maximum allow-
able bandwidth—MaxBandwidthAllowed. The controller retrieves the network topol-
ogy and determines ingress and egress switches—R1 and R4, in Figure 4.1. After the
controller determines a set of feasible paths using GetFeasiblePath, it checks with ad-
mission control to determine if network resources can be acquired—AcquireFlowResources.
If resources can be acquired, the path is appended to buffer—B using AppendPath-
ToBuffer. The controller, after appending path to buffer, updates ingress switch R4
and returns the buffer to R4.
The major change in the controller is the appending of path to buffer before flow is
installed in the switch. R4 forwards packet out port to next switch in path list which
is R3. R1 removes the appended path from the packet before forwarding packet to
the sender.
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Algorithm 2 Process Accept Message in Controller
procedure ProcessAcceptMessage(S,B)
S: OpenFlowSwitchNetDevice
B: OpenFlowBuffer
V = GetV ideoTypeFromBuffer(B)
EC = GetContraintsFromV ideoType(V )
if (PolicyControl.MaxBandwidthAllowed(EC)) then
return FALSE
end if
G = TopologyMonitor.GetNetworkTopology()
R4 = GetIngressSwitch(G)
R1 = GetEgressSwitch(G)
P = GetFeasiblePath(R4, R1, EC)
R = FALSE
if (AdmissionControl.AcquireF lowResources(P, V )) then
AppendPathToBuffer(P,B)
UpdateIngressSwitch(R4, B)
R = TRUE
end if
return R
end procedure
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4.5 Results
This section analyzes the events generated in the control plane by VSDN and
ERSDN.
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
Performance metrics - This chapter chooses following performance metric to assess
the performance of ERSDN.
• Network plane messages - measures the messages processed by the network
planes of VSDN and ERSDN.
The experiments were performed on an AMD Athlon X2 5400 system configured
with Fedora 20 and 4GB RAM.
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4.5.2 Experimental Results
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Figure 4.2.: The control plane accept messages generated for six-node network when
client requests increase. ERSDN generates fewer accept messages compared to VSDN.
The accept messages in the control plane for VSDN are 2,000 at requests 500 in
Figure 4.2. VSDN generates one accept message for each switch in the selected path
which increases the accept messages in the control plane. ERSDN accept messages in
the control plane are 500 at requests 500. ERSDN appends the path to accept message
and forwards the accept message to the access switch only. Appending the path to
accept message decreases the events in control plane in Figure 4.2. VSDN accept
messages increase to 5,000 at requests 1,000 because one accept message is generated
for each switch in the selected path. ERSDN accept messages are 1,000 at requests
1,000. ERSDN generates a single accept message which reduces the events in control
plane. VSDN accept messages increase to 10,000 at requests 2,000 because VSDN
generates an accept message for each switch along the path; each switch receives
and forwards accept message to the controller. In Figure 4.2, the accept messages
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grow faster for VSDN. ERSDN accept messages grow slower starting at requests 2,000.
VSDN accept messages grow to 40,000 when client requests increase to 8,000. ERSDN
accept messages grow to 8,000 when client requests increase to 8,000. There is an
one-to-one ratio between control plane requests and accept messages using ERSDN.
Although VSDN and ERSDN behaviors are linear, ERSDN grows slower.
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Figure 4.3.: The control plane messages generated for six-node network when client
requests increase. ERSDN generates fewer messages compared to VSDN.
The messages for each network plane increase linearly when client requests increase
in Figure 4.3. The messages in the control plane and data plane are similar with VSDN
and ERSDN at requests 500. The control plane messages of ERSDN increase slightly
from requests 500 to 1,000 because the accept messages increase with requests only
and not the length of selected path. The messages increase noticeably from requests
500 to requests 1,000 because the accept messages are proportional to switches along
the path using VSDN; the controller generates one network event for each switch along
the path, increasing the events in control plane. The control plane messages increase
at requests 2,000 using ERSDN. The control plane messages double using VSDN
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because the controller generates one network event in control plane for each switch
in the selected path at requests 2,000. When requests increase to 8,000, the events
in control plane for ERSDN increase slower compared to VSDN. The control plane
messages of VSDN are over 220,000, whereas the control plane messages of ERSDN
are fewer than 50,000 at requests 8,000. ERSDN generates 260% fewer control plane
events when client requests are 8,000.
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Figure 4.4.: The control plane accept messages generated for thirteen-node network
when client requests increase. ERSDN generates fewer accept messages compared to
VSDN.
The accept messages for VSDN are 3,500 at requests 500 in Figure 4.4. ERSDN
accept messages are 500 at requests 500. ERSDN appends the path to accept message
and forwards the accept message to access switch which decreases control plane events
in Figure 4.4. VSDN accept messages increase to 6,000 at requests 1,000 because
there is one accept message processed for each switch along the path. ERSDN accept
messages are 1,000 at requests 1,000. ERSDN generates a single accept message
which reduces control plane events. ERSDN accept messages are not affected by the
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path length in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4. VSDN accept messages increase to 12,000
at requests 2,000 because VSDN generates an accept message for each switch along
the path. In Figure 4.4, the accept messages increase using VSDN. ERSDN accept
messages grow slower starting at requests 2,000. The VSDN accept messages grow to
48,000 at requests 8,000. The ERSDN accept messages increase to 8,000 at requests
8,000 because ERSDN sends one accept message to the access switch. VSDN and
ERSDN message complexity are linear, but ERSDN increases slower.
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Figure 4.5.: The control plane messages generated for thirteen-node network when
client requests increase. ERSDN generates fewer messages compared to VSDN
The messages in the control and data planes are linear in Figure 4.5; this behavior
is similar to the behavior in Figure 4.3. The VSDN events in the control plane double
at requests 1,000. The VSDN network events double at requests 2,000. The controller
generates an event for each switch along the path, increasing the control plane events
of VSDN in Figure 4.5. The ERSDN messages increase from requests 2,000 to requests
4,000. The VSDN messages double because of the switch-to-controller-processing of
the accept messages at requests 4,000. As the requests increase, the ERSDN and
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VSDN messages increase in Figure 4.5. The ERSDN messages are fewer than 50,000
at requests 8,000 because only the access switch receives accept message from the
controller. These results in Figure 4.5 are similar to requests 8,000 in Figure 4.3
because the path length does not affect the events generated in the control plane
using ERSDN. The network events are 216,000 for VSDN at requests 8,000. ERSDN
decreases the control plane messages by 430% compared to VSDN at requests 8,000.
The explicit routing used by ERSDN decreases the events in control plane. ERSDN
specifies the path in the accept message which avoids the need to perform flow in-
stallation for each switch in the path by the controller. The switch in ERSDN re-
ceives the accept message and installs flow. Explicit routing allows trade-off between
time—control plane events and space—packet size due to appended path [314]. The
design goal of ERSDN is to reduce the events in control plane. Reducing the events
in control plane reduce stress on controller [248]. Source-based routing is needed to
minimize state distribution [248].
4.6 Related Works
The authors [248] address controller scalability and performance issue by devel-
oping a new source-based routing scheme. The motivation, similar to research in
this chapter, is to reduce state distribution between the controller and network in-
frastructure—switches to improve scalability and reduce network cost. The routing
scheme [248] labels each network interface. The labeled interfaces are linked together
to create a path that is a sequence of interfaces. The path is embedded in the packet
at ingress router with a hop count that represents the position of packet in the path.
The routing scheme [248] pushes only information to one node. The approach
in this chapter is similar to approach in [248] because the approach in this chapter
only pushes state to the access router. Pushing state only to access router reduces
state distribution required by the controller. The source packet headers [248] are
added and removed by trusted egress nodes. This chapter differs from the approach
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in [248] because the path is appended by SDN controller on receiving and processing
the accept message. ERSDN is similar to approach in [248] because the path—source
packet header is removed by the egress router. The state reduction [248] is similar to
the results in this chapter; the results illustrate reduction in state distribution using
source-based and explicit routing schemes. The SDN state reduction is an Internet
draft [315] motivated to reduce burden on SDN controller. In the future, ERSDN
could be standardized for real-time interactive applications such as video.
4.7 Conclusions
This chapter presented the design and implementation of Explicit Routing in
Software-Defined Networking (ERSDN). ERSDN reduces the stress of the VSDN
controller by reducing the events generated in control plane. A prototype of ERSDN
was developed and the behavior of ERSDN was analyzed using the events generated
in the control plane. ERSDN reduces the control plane messages generated by Video
over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN) by 430% using an explicit routing scheme.
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5 RELIABLE VIDEO OVER SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING
(RVSDN)
5.1 Abstract
Ensuring end-to-end quality of service for video applications requires the network
to choose feasible path using constraints such as bandwidth, delay and jitter. Quality
of Service (QoS) can be ensured if the paths are reliable—perform to specification for
each request. This chapter makes four contributions to the literature on providing
end-to-end QoS for real-time interactive video applications. This chapter presents
Reliable Video over Software-Defined Networking (RVSDN) that builds upon previ-
ous work—Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN) to address the issue of
finding most reliable path of the network. This chapter presents the design and im-
plementation of RVSDN. This chapter presents the experience of integrating RVSDN
in ns-3, a network simulator used by the research community for simulating and mod-
eling computer networks. This chapter presents the results of RVSDN and analyzes
the results using requests serviced by the network. RVSDN services 31 times more
requests than VSDN and MPLS explicit routing when reliability constraint is 0.995
or greater.
5.2 Introduction
Video traffic demands across the Internet are projected to be 69% of the Inter-
net traffic by 2017 [316]. The increase in video demand is caused by hardware such
as smart TVs, tablets, and smart phones and software such as Facebook, YouTube,
Netflix, and HuLu. Real-time interactive video applications such as video-on-demand
(VOD) and telesurgery are pushing the network infrastructure and protocols to the
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limits. The real-time interactive video applications require specific level of Quality of
Service (QoS) from the network. The QoS that the network provides to video applica-
tions can be bandwidth and minimal delay and jitter. The network QoS frameworks
such as differentiated services, integrated services and Multiprotocol Label Switch-
ing (MPLS) provide limited QoS for real-time application such as video [311]. The
network QoS frameworks and the Internet were not developed for the demands of
real-time interactive video applications; therefore, new approaches for QoS, security,
reliability, and wireless technologies within the Internet are needed [317].
Supporting real-time interactive video applications requires rethinking about how
the network provides end-to-end QoS guarantees. The network QoS frameworks con-
sider bandwidth, delay and jitter constraints. Although bandwidth, delay and jitter
are important to real-time applications such as video, meeting the constraints do not
address reliability of paths or build confidence of the network operator about path
selection process. In this chapter, reliability is ability of network to perform to speci-
fication [308] for each request. This chapter builds on past work [200] and investigates
ability of the network to select reliable end-to-end path. Network frameworks can use
multi-path selections to decrease failure probability, respond to failures, or increase
bandwidth capacity [4]. Multi-path selection allows the network to load balance net-
work traffic and to provide failover in case the primary path fails. Multi-path selection
does not address reliability requirement for video applications such as remote surgery,
robotic packets, or interactive video.
Constraint-based routing or multiple path selection can fail to provide end-to-end
QoS for real-time interactive video applications. For example, if QoS requirements
for video application is 0.95 reliability, 1.5 Mbps bandwidth, 100ms delay, and 20ms
jitter, the QoS frameworks such as integrated services find a Path1 that meets the con-
straints—bandwidth, delay and jitter, but are unable to meet reliability constraint
because supporting reliability is not built-in the network design. The network op-
erator may configure MLPS failover links to address issue of reliability. Although
availability of network is increased using failover links, failover links may not pro-
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vide required reliability for video application because MPLS explicit routing paths
are static. If the network operator configures MPLS failover as Path1 with reliabil-
ity of 0.75 and Path2 with reliability of 0.75, the overall reliability of the disjointed
paths is (1− (1− 0.75)× (1− 0.75)) = 0.9375 which does not meet reliability of re-
quirement—0.95. Furthermore, the static routes of MPLS cannot dynamically select
a combination of reliable paths to service real-time applications such as interactive
video.
Meeting reliability requirement for video applications requires the path selection
process to consider more than a single path even if the path meets reliability require-
ment before failure. It requires path selection algorithms to dynamically consider
combination of bandwidth, delay, jitter, and reliability constraints across multiple
paths. The network QoS frameworks such as differentiated services, integrated ser-
vices and MPLS do not address issue of reliability which is the main idea of this
chapter.
Therefore, this chapter presents the experience and results of integrating relia-
bility support into Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN), a network ar-
chitecture that ensures end-to-end QoS for real-time interactive video applications.
The main contributions to research are. This chapter presents Reliable Video over
Software-Defined Networking (RVSDN), a network architecture that builds on previ-
ous work [200] to ensure end-to-end QoS for video application. This chapter presents
results of implementing prototype of RVSDN. This chapter presents a study that
evaluates the runtime performance of RVSDN using reliability.
Chapter organization. The remainder of this chapter is organized as fol-
lows. Section 5.3 motivates need for Reliable Video over Software-Defined Networking
(RVSDN). Section 5.4 discusses the design and implementation of RVSDN. Section 5.5
presents and interprets simulation results. Section 5.6 compares RVSDN to related
works. Section 5.7 provides concluding remarks.
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5.3 Integrated Services (IntServ) and Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN)
This chapter discusses the limitations of IntServ and VSDN architectures in pro-
viding QoS for real-time interactive video applications.
5.3.1 Integrated Services (IntServ)
IntServ architecture uses a reservation protocol to configure end-to-end QoS over
IP networks. The network resources such as memory, central processing unit (CPU),
and bandwidth are reserved at each router along the path. The PATH message is sent
by the sender to receiver. The PATH message follows the same path as IP packet; the
PATH message cannot be sent using a different path. The receiver responds to sender
with RESV message that reserves network resources along the path. The PATH and
RESV messages configure soft states such as rate, max queue size, peak rate, and
minimal packet size at each router along the path. These metrics ensure the packets
belonging to specific flow receive guaranteed QoS. The soft states at each router are
periodically refreshed to avoid session timeout.
Sender Receiver R1 
R3 
R6 
AS1 
R2 R5 
Figure 5.1.: A network with sender and receiver where routers in autonomous systems
one (AS1) make independent decisions about path selections. Finding a reliable path
across AS1 is difficult because each router makes its own routing decision.
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IntServ advantages include software state adaptability, ability of receiver to ini-
tiate reservation, and ability for routers to merge reservations [311]. One disad-
vantage of IntServ is inability to select a different path from the routing proto-
cols—Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS), Open Shortest Path First
(OSPF), or Routing Information Protocol (RIP). For example, the best path for
video using bandwidth, delay, and jitter constraints is R1-R2-R5-R6 in Figure 5.1. If
routers in AS1 are running OSPF, the shortest path is R1-R6; therefore, video pack-
ets between the sender and receiver traverse path R1-R6 which is two hops, using
IntServ.
In this example, IntServ ensures QoS at routers R1 and R6, but the best path is
R1-R2-R5-R6 and not R1-R6. Furthermore, if path R1-R6 fails, OSPF finds the next
shortest path that is R1-R3-R6. IntServ installs reservations along path R1-R3-R6
after, but the best path is R1-R2-R5-R6. IntServ has failed to configure QoS along
the best path R1-R2-R5-R6.
Sender Receiver R1 
R4 
R3 
R6 
AS1 
R2 R5 
SDN 
Controller 
OpenFlow 
Figure 5.2.: Software-defined networking (SDN) network with sender and receiver.
The controller programs the behavior of network including sender and receiver.
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In Figure 5.2, VSDN architecture addresses the path inflexibility limitation of
IntServ architecture. VSDN, similar to IntServ, provides QoS guarantees to real-
time interactive applications such as video. VSDN selects optimum path for video
application using bandwidth, delay, and jitter constraints.
5.3.2 VSDN Limitations
Although VSDN selects the optimum path for real-time interactive video applica-
tion using bandwidth, delay and jitter, VSDN is limited in two ways when supporting
end-to-end QoS for video applications such as telesurgery. VSDN considers a single
path when servicing the request of video application. A single path may fail, neg-
atively affecting the performance of video application. For example, in Figure 5.2,
if packets traverse path R1-R6 and the path fails, VSDN recognizes the failures and
finds a different path.
VSDN does not consider reliability when making path selections. VSDN could
aggregate reliability over multiple paths to ensure QoS for real-time interactive video
application. For example, in Figure 5.2, VSDN have to reject request or service
the request with no guarantee using reliability of 0.92—if the paths have reliability
of 0.92 and the video application requests reliability of 0.95. If VSDN aggregates
reliability across two paths such as R1-R6 and R1-R3-R6, VSDN can ensure reliability
of 0.9936—(1− (1− 0.92)× (1− 0.92))) across multiple paths.
The network has multiple paths, mobile devices have multiple radio interfaces,
computer devices have multiple network interfaces, and data centers have multi-
ple paths [318]. The client of video application needs to support multiple path
transport to take advantage of the reliability support of RVSDN. MultiPath TCP
(MPTCP) [318] has been shown to be feasible. A detailed explanation of multi-path
transport layer support is outside the scope of this chapter.
The network could select most reliable paths and aggregate reliability across multi-
ple paths. Aggregating reliability across multiple paths allows the network to perform
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to specification for each request. Having the network operator configure explicit paths
across links using a protocol such as MPLS is hard. The remainder of this chapter
discusses how Reliable Video over Software-Defined Networking (RVSDN) addresses
issue of reliability.
5.4 Design and Implementation
This section discusses the design and implementation of Reliable Video over
Software-Defined Networking (RVSDN). This section discusses how RVSDN addresses
the challenges introduced in Section 5.3.2.
Video Over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN)
Sender Receiver R1 
R4 
R3 
R6 
AS1 
R2 R5 
100, 10, 5, 0.993 
100, 8, 6, 0.993 
SDN 
Controller 
OpenFlow 
Figure 5.3.: SDN network with link constraints—bandwidth, delay, jitter, and relia-
bility.
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Figure 5.3 shows the architecture of VSDN. The links are labeled with QoS con-
straints—bandwidth Mbps, delay ms, jitter ms, and reliability. VSDN uses SDN [16]
and OpenFlow [21] to separate the control and data planes of network devices—switches.
The control plane—routing is implemented in the controller which resides outside of
data plane—forwarding in Figure 5.3. The control plane and data plane communicate
with one another using OpenFlow. A key component of VSDN is the Routing Module
(RM) [200]. The RM is located in the controller and the RM uses constraint-based
routing to calculate feasible paths [200]. Constraint-based routing (CBR) with two or
more constraints is NP-hard [307]; therefore, a heuristics—A*Prune Algorithm finds
feasible paths through the network.
A*Prune Algorithm
A*Prune algorithm combines A*Search with a pruning technique [319]. A*Prune
algorithm solves finding K shortest paths subject to multiple constraints (KMCSP).
A*Prune algorithm takes a graph G—vertices V, and edges E. A*Prune starts at
path P(s, s) where s is a starting vertex in G. It expands paths P(s, V) that are
reachable from s. A*Prune performs specific pruning against constraint C, only paths
in admissible head path set P(s, V, H(p), C) are considered. The paths are ordered
in a way that the path with shortest project path length H0(p) is expanded first. The
algorithm terminates when there is a set of constraint shortest path (CSP) found or
there are no candidate paths found. There are 7 key processing steps in A*Prune
which are combined to select, expand, and prune candidate CSP until the algorithm
terminates [319].
5.4.1 VSDN Routing Module Changes
VSDN Routing Module (RM) uses a variation of A*Prune algorithm [319] to per-
form constraint-based routing using bandwidth, delay, and jitter as metrics. RVSDN
supports reliability constraint and aggregation of reliability across multiple paths
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unlike VSDN. A path supporting real-time interactive video applications such as
telesurgery may support bandwidth, jitter, and delay constraints, but if the path is
unreliable, the performance of network for requests cannot be guaranteed. RVSDN
provides QoS for real-time interactive video applications that require constraints such
as bandwidth, delay, jitter, and reliability.
Algorithm 3 Find Reliable Paths
procedure FindReliablePath(G,B,D, J,R)
G: Network Graph
B: Bandwidth
D: Delay
J : Jitter
R: Reliability
EC = CreateEdgeConstraint(B,D, J,R)
R1 = GetIngressSwitch(G)
R6 = GetEgressSwitch(G)
P = GetFeasiblePath(R1, R6, EC)
RP = GetReliablePath(P,R)
return RP
end procedure
Algorithm 3 illustrates pseudo code that is implemented in the controller to sup-
port reliable path selection. The user creates an edge constraint EC that takes pa-
rameters B, D, J, and R where B is bandwidth, D is delay, J is jitter, and R is
minimal reliability for the video application. The ingress and egress switches—R1
and R6, in Figure 5.3, are retrieved using GetEgressSwitch and GetIngressSwitch.
The GetFeasiblePath(R1, R6, EC) is a functionality of routing module (RM). The
GetReliablePath(P, R) takes candidate paths P and reliability constraint R as pa-
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Algorithm 4 Install Reliable Paths
procedure InstallReliablePath(RP,UUID)
RP : Reliability Path(s)
UUID: Unique Path ID
if (AcquireF lowResource(RP )) then
PathDatabase.Insert(UUID,RP )
InstallReliablePath(OFPFC ADD,RP )
return TRUE
end if
return FALSE
end procedure
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rameters. The GetReliablePath(P, R) sorts candidate paths. The RVSDN controller
installs paths as illustrated in algorithm 4. The RVSDN controller acquires resources
for reliability paths using AcquireFlowResource(RP). The reliability paths are stored
in the path database using a unique id—UUID. The controller installs reliability paths
using InstallReliablePath(OFPFC ADD, RP).
For example, assume a video application requests reliability of 0.993 and Find-
ReliablePath(G, B, J, R) returns 4 paths with reliability 0.91, 0.75, 0.94 and 0.89.
The GetReliabilityPath(P, R) sorts paths P—0.94, 0.91, 0.89, 0.75. The GetReliabil-
ityPath(P, R) determines if first path with reliability 0.94 meets reliability constraint.
If not, it calculates reliability of first two paths—0.94 + 0.91 − 0.94 × 0.91 which is
0.9946. A reliability of 0.9946 meets constraint for reliability 0.993. The GetReli-
ablePath(P, R) returns reliability paths RP—paths with reliability of 0.94 and 0.91.
The controller updates path database and flow tables of switch in the paths RP, after
admission control—AcquireFlowResource(RP) determines that network resources are
available for the request.
Algorithms 3 and 4 illustrate the ease of use for controller developers to find
constraint-based paths and update switches. RVSDN is integrated into ns3 [313].
5.5 Results
This section analyzes requests serviced by the network architectures using relia-
bility—ability of the network architecture to perform to specification for request.
5.5.1 Experimental Setup
Performance metrics - This chapter chooses following performance metric to assess
performance of RVSDN.
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• The requests serviced by the network - measures the requests serviced by net-
work—VSDN, MPLS, and RVSDN. The actual constraints for each request are
shown in Table 5.1.
The experiments were performed on an AMD Athlon X2 5400 system configured
with Fedora 18, ns-3 v3.16 [320], and 4GB RAM.
5.5.2 Experimental Results
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Figure 5.4.: The requests serviced by network architecture when video application
reliability constraint increases. RVSDN services more requests than MPLS and VSDN
because RVSDN aggregates reliability of multiple paths and dynamically discovers
paths.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the requests serviced by the network architectures in Fig-
ure 5.3.
MPLS services 33,333 requests before rejecting other requests at reliability 0.90 be-
cause MPLS uses path R1-R6 which is 100Gbps. MPLS is using explicit routes—R1-
R3-R6 and R1-R6 in Figure 5.3; therefore, after label switching paths resources are
exhausted, MPLS is unable to guarantee QoS for video requests. VSDN and RVSDN
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service 103,333 requests at reliability 0.90 because VSDN and RVSDN can explore
undiscovered paths. RVSDN behaves similar to VSDN because there is no need to ag-
gregate links at reliability 0.90. The paths in Figure 5.3 have reliability greater than
0.90 in Figure 5.4; therefore, as illustrated in Figure 5.4, each network architecture
services requests between reliability 0.90 and 0.97.
MPLS services 33,333 requests at reliability 0.98. The path R1-R6 has reliability
of 0.993 which meets reliability of 0.98 when using MPLS. The requests serviced
by VSDN decreased to 70,000 requests at reliability 0.98 because VSDN does not
aggregate reliability across multiple paths. VSDN uses reliability of a single path;
therefore, only paths R1-R3-R6—0.995 × 0.995 = 0.990, R1 - R6—0.993, and R1-
R4-R6—0.993 × 0.993 = 0.9860 meet reliability constraint of 0.98. RVSDN services
103,333 requests because RVSDN can aggregate reliability over multiple paths, at
reliability constraint 0.98.
The requests serviced by VSDN decreases to 36,666 at reliability 0.99 because only
paths—R1-R3-R6 and R1-R6 meet reliability constraint of 0.99. VSDN at reliability
0.99 behaves similar to MPLS because VSDN uses a single path when satisfying reli-
ability constraint. MPLS services 33,333 requests at reliability constraint 0.99. The
requests serviced by RVSDN remain constant at reliability 0.99 because it aggregates
reliability across links. The requests serviced by each network architecture remain the
same at reliability 0.993. The requests serviced by VSDN and MPLS drops to 3,333
because the architectures use path R1-R3-R6 that has bandwidth of 10Gbps and
reliability of 0.999—0.999 = 0.9995 × 0.9995. RVSDN continues to service 103,333
requests because RVSDN aggregates reliability across multiple paths which allows
RVSDN to service more requests at reliability constraint 0.999.
The ability of RVSDN to aggregate reliability across multiple paths allows RVSDN
to service more requests than MPLS and VSDN. VSDN services more requests than
MPLS because the paths of VSDN are dynamically discovered and no explicit con-
figuration is required by VSDN.
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5.6 Related Works
The most reliable path (MRP) is determined by using a find shortest path first
algorithm similar to Dijkstra or Floyd. Petrovic [321] uses labeling procedure and
matrix algorithm to compute MRP. RVSDN uses a variation of the A*Prune algorithm
with a combination of Dijkstra shortest path algorithm. RVSDN similar to [321]
creates an adaptive routing process that selects most reliable path between nodes.
RVSDN uses multiple network path aggregation to ensure reliability of service which
differs from technique purposed by Petrovic [321].
Lee et al. [322] select most reliable path considering link cost and capacity such as
average queue sizes. Lee et al. [322] use random early detection (RED), an algorithm
for avoiding network congestion using buffer management in routers. Lee et al. [322]
use Floyd shortest path algorithm and combines probability of packets dropped on link
by RED algorithm to select MRP. RVSDN uses a variation of the A*Prune algorithm
combined with Dijkstra shortest path algorithm to calculate MRP. RVSDN does not
use queue length on links when calculating MRP. For RVSDN to support queue
length, the switches need to report their average queue length to controller where the
queue length can be used in MRP calculation. Statistic gathering is an expensive
operation of OpenFlow switch [52]. More research is needed to determine if dynamic
statistics gathering is cost effective. The idea of finding MRP under abnormal traffic
conditions purposed by Lee et al. [322] is a technique that RVSDN could use to
improve robustness.
Wang et al. [323] use MRP to ensure delivery of relief material after a natural
disaster. Wang et al. [323] use concept of detour vital edge to choose adjustable
reliable path that has higher connectivity reliability and minimal detour distant.
Wang et al. [323] present three shortest path algorithms—depth first search and
Dijkstra and modeled and compared modified versions of each algorithm. Wang
et al. [323] use a modified version of Dijkstra shortest path to compute reliability
and weight. Both traffic and communication networks can be complicated after a
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natural disaster. Although networks are complicated, Wang et al. [323] illustrated
feasibility and correctness of finding MRP after a natural disaster that RVSDN does
not assume has occurred. RVSDN can use concept of detour vital edge and ability
to function during abnormal traffic conditions [322] to calculate aggregated MRP in
communication networks after a natural disaster. In this chapter, network failures
were not introduced during experiment.
5.7 Conclusions
This chapter presented the design and implementation of Reliable Video over
Software-Defined Networking (RVSDN). RVSDN builds on previous work [200] of
providing end-to-end QoS for real-time interactive video applications that require
bandwidth, delay, and jitter constraints. RVSDN added the support for reliability
constraint to be used during the path selection process. RVSDN used multiple paths
when determining if the network can service requests that require reliability. RVSDN
services requests that required reliability of 0.999, whereas MPLS and VSDN ability
to service requests decreased starting at reliability 0.995. RVSDN serviced 31 times
more requests compared to VSDN and MPLS at reliability 0.995 or greater.
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6 MULTI-DOMAIN OVER SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING (MDVSDN)
6.1 Abstract
Supporting end-to-end quality of services for real-time interactive video applica-
tions such as videoconferencing and distance learning across the Internet requires a
collection of independent networks or domains to work together to route packets be-
tween source and destination. Routing packets across the Internet using a feasible
path—a path that meets the quality of service (QoS) attributes of video application
is hard because the quality of service attributes such as bandwidth, delay, and jitter
are not natively supported by the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) which is the de
facto routing protocol for the Internet. Although there may be multiple feasible paths
between source and destination, BGP is unable to explore alternative paths because
BGP advertises a single best path—feasible path, decreasing network flexibility.
This chapter provides three contributions to the literature on providing end-to-
end QoS for real-time interactive video applications across the Internet. This chap-
ter presents Multi-Domain Video over Software-Defined Networking (MDVSDN), a
network architecture that selects end-to-end QoS path for real-time video application
across independent domains. This chapter describes the architectural features of MD-
VSDN. This chapter presents results of implementing the prototype of MDVSDN and
evaluates behavior of MDVSDN using message complexity. The message complexity
of MDVSDN is linear.
6.2 Introduction
Supporting end-to-end quality of service (QoS) for real-time interactive video ap-
plications across the Internet requires a collection of independent network domains
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to work together to provide QoS to the video applications such as videoconferencing
and distance learning. The independent networks of the Internet work together to
route packets between network devices that are geographically dispersed; therefore,
performance of each network domain contributes to final service quality [324].
The QoS attributes such as bandwidth, delay, and jitter of network domains are
not advertised by network operator and are not natively supported by Border Gate-
way Protocol (BGP) [325] which is the de facto routing protocol for the Internet.
The real-time interactive video applications require guaranteed bandwidth, bounded
delay [326], and bounded jitter [5], requiring the Internet to select a feasible path
among multiple paths.
The Internet is vertically integrated where control plane—decision plane and data
plane—forwarding plane are packaged together in network devices such as switches
and middleboxes which makes it difficult to change the behavior of network. Due to
tight coupling of the data plane and control plane, selecting a feasible path across the
Internet is difficult. Furthermore, programming paths through the network is chal-
lenging because of closed interfaces of network devices. Software-defined networking
(SDN) [16], a network architecture that decouples the data plane and control plane,
has been proposed to address the challenges of managing network devices and pro-
gramming the behavior of network. Nevertheless, the SDN solutions do not naturally
support multi-domain environments [276].
Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN) [200], a network architecture
that selects an optimum path among multiple paths, assumes the network domains
operate independently of one another and path information is not exchanged between
the network domains, thus decreasing the Internet’s ability to provide end-to-end QoS
for real-time interactive video applications. The network domains should coordinate
flow setup originated by applications, containing information such as path require-
ment, QoS, and service-level agreement (SLA) across multiple SDN domains [327].
For example, there are two VSDN network domains, Domain1 and Domain2,
peered. The sender is connected to Domain1 and the receiver is connected to Do-
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main2. If sender initiates a video session with receiver, the sender sends receiver a
request message. When receiver receives request message, the receiver generates an
accept message. The accept message instructs Domain1 to install a feasible path
which meets the video application QoS requirement. After installing path, Domain1
forwards accept message to Domain2 which configures a QoS path for video applica-
tion. Domain1 and Domain2 independently install QoS paths without coordinating
flow setup originated by video application. The two paths—Path1 that is selected by
Domain1 and Path2 that is selected by Domain2 individually meet video application
QoS requirement, but when stitched together may not meet QoS requirement such as
delay and jitter of video application.
Because VSDN lacks the ability to select multiple domain QoS paths for real-
time interactive video application, this chapter presents Multi-Domain Video over
Software-Defined Networking (MDVSDN), a network architecture that selects end-
to-end QoS multiple domain path for real-time interactive video applications.
The main contributions of this chapter to research are. This chapter presents
Multi-Domain Video over Software Defined Networks (MDVSDN), a multi-domain
network architecture that supports end-to-end QoS for real-time interactive video
applications. This chapter presents results of implementing prototype of MDVSDN.
This chapter analyzes MDVSDN behavior using message complexity.
Chapter organization The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows.
Section 6.6 compares MDVSDN to related works. Section 6.3 motivates need for
MDVSDN. Section 6.4 gives an overview of MDVSDN architecture and discusses
implementation. Section 6.5 presents and interprets simulation results. Section 6.6
compares MDVSDN to related works. Section 6.7 draws together the topics discussed
in this chapter.
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Figure 6.1.: VSDN network, illustrating three independent domains connected by
links R2-R4, R4-R9, and R2-R7. The domains lack multi-domain flow management.
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6.3 Motivation: VSDN Network
VSDN provides end-to-end quality of service for real-time video applications.
VSDN uses the network-wide view to provision and select path that supports video
application QoS requirements including bandwidth, delay, and jitter. VSDN sup-
ports three types—CIF, ED, and HD [200]. VSDN uses a variation of the A*prune
algorithm to find Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) [307,319].
VSDN simplifies application programmable interface (API) for video applica-
tion developer, requiring minimal input to request service. VSDN has four mes-
sage types, request—requests QoS from network, the video application generates a
request message, accept—starts session, the receiver generates an accept message, re-
move—explicitly removes session from the network, the sender or receiver can generate
a remove message, and error—indicates an error condition, the sender, receiver, con-
troller, or switch can generate an error message. The sessions are implicitly removed
by the network devices if flow timeout occurs [70].
VSDN operates on a single network domain. Although VSDN finds optimum path
within a single network domain, it may not find optimum multi-domain path—paths
across independent network domains that are stitched together to create an end-to-
end path.
For example, in Figure 6.1, the best path for video application with respect to
bandwidth, delay, and jitter is path Domain2-Domain3-Domain1 from sender A to
receiver B. The VSDN controllers in Domain1, Domain2, and Domain 3 configure
their paths independent of one other.
To initial session with receiver B, sender A sends a request message to R1, R1
forwards the request message to VSDN controller1. The controller determines sender
A can reserve network resources within Domain1 and receiver B is unreachable from
Domain1. The controller returns request message to R1 which forwards the request
message over default path to R2. R2 forwards request message to R4—highest weight,
local preference, or shortest path, in Figure 6.1. R4 forwards request message to
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VSDN controller2. The controller in Domain2 determines receiver B is reachable
from Domain2. The VSDN controller returns request message to R4 that forwards
the request message through the default path to R6. R6 forwards request message to
receiver B.
Upon receiving request, receiver B accepts the request from sender A by generating
an accept message. The accept message is sent to R6. R6 forwards accept message
to VSDN controller2. The controller performs admission control and policy control
on request from receiver B. The controller in Domain2 calculates end-to-end path
and installs flow rules and queues in receiver B, R6, and R4—path receiver B-R6-
R4. After installing flow rules and queues, the controller returns accept message
to R6. R6 forwards accept message to R4. R4 forwards accept message to R2.
R2 forwards accept message to VSDN controller1. The controller receives accept
message from R2 and performs admission control and policy control. The controller
that manages Domain1 installs path sender A-R1-R3-R2 and returns accept message
to R2. R2 forwards accept message to R3 and R3 forwards the accept message to
R1 and R1 forwards accept message to sender A. The VSDN network has finished
installing the multi-domain path between sender A and receiver B—path Domain1-
Domain2; however, the best path for video application using bandwidth, delay, and
jitter constraints is path Domain1-Domain3-Domain2.
The VSDN network is unable to select the best path for real-time video application
across multi-domains because it lacks multi-domain flow management. The VSDN
networks independently select the multi-domain path using local domain routing in-
formation. The multi-domain paths when stitched together may not be best path for
real-time video applications.
One can attempt to solve this issue by having one VSDN controller program
Domain1, Domain2 and Domain3 using slices [164]. Slices allow a single physical
network to be used by multiple programs without harmful interference [164]. The
network slices are static and are unable to be programmed dynamically [164].
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Although VSDN networks select optimum path of a single domain, relying on
VSDN networks to select feasible multi-domain path result in worst-case multi-domain
path being selected. Selecting a feasible multi-domain paths requires two issues to be
addressed.
Issue 1: Develop a network service layer that supports optimum multi-
domain path selection among independent network domains. Selecting a
multi-domain path across domains is feasible using a multi-domain network service
layer that provides traffic engineering service. Selecting paths independently across
domains, in Figure 6.1 may result in worst-case path being selected for real-time
interactive video applications. A multi-domain network service layer with end-to-end
visibility across domains needs to be developed.
Issue 2: Develop a control protocol that allows independent VSDN
controllers to communicate with the network service layer and inform the
network service layer of internal network state changes. A protocol that
allows the controllers to request traffic engineering service from network service layer
needs to be developed. The protocol should allow the controllers to inform the network
service layer about internal state changes such as bandwidth, delay, and jitter [279,
328].
6.4 Architecture and Design
A network service layer in Figure 6.2 has been added to the VSDN architecture,
addressing the issue in Section 6.3. The multi-domain SDN network architecture
needs end-to-end visibility over the network to provide end-to-end QoS for video ap-
plications. For multi-domain SDN, the independent network domains are physically
connected via the border switches [329]. MDVSDN uses a hierarchical design to
increase scalability of network architecture [330]. Figure 6.2 illustrates a single MD-
VSDN controller for brevity. The network service layer can be made up of multiple
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Figure 6.2.: MDVSDN network with three independent domains. Each VSDN con-
troller has a view of its own network domain, lacking multi-domain flow management.
The MDVSDN controller has the network-wide view which enables multi-domain flow
management.
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MDVSDN controllers that communicate with one another to establish an end-to-end
path.
Sender A Receiver B 
R1 
Domain1 
R2 
Domain2 
VSDN 
Controller1 
VSDN 
Controller2 
Receiver A Sender B 
MDVSDN 
Controller 
R3 
Domain3 
VSDN 
Controller3 
OpenFlow 
Figure 6.3.: A MDVSDN network view from the view of the MDVSDN controller.
The MDVSDN controller does not have the local detail as the seen by the VSDN
controllers. The MDVSDN controller sees an aggregated view of the network.
For the MDVSDN service layer to provide end-to-end QoS, each VSDN controller,
in Figure 6.2, managed by the network service layer provides its aggregated network
state to the network service layer. The aggregated state from controller includes
average bandwidth, average delay, and average jitter. The aggregated state including
reachability information and topology information is used by the MDVSDN controller
to construct the network topology and to find feasible path for real-time interactive
video applications, in Figure 6.3.
6.4.1 Controller
The service layer includes a global [82] or network-wide controller that commu-
nicates with the local [82] controllers to establish an end-to-end path and maintains
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Figure 6.4.: MDVSDN controller, illustrating relationship between the elements. The
MDVSDN controller services multi-domain QoS requests from VSDN controllers. The
MDVSDN controller exchanges reachability information and QoS information with
peering MDVSDN controllers, providing end-to-end multi-domain flow management
and QoS.
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global network resource database to capture the overall network—summarized topol-
ogy and active flow information [278]. The MDVSDN controller receives aggregated
topology information from VSDN controllers or publishers, reachability information
from peering MDVSDN controller, and flow management information including QoS
request from other independent MDVSDN controller [327]. The main elements of
MDVSDN controller are shown in Figure 6.4.
In Figure 6.4, the controller registry stores the VSDN controllers that have regis-
tered with the MDVSDN controller. To request QoS, the VSDN controller registers
with the MDVSDN controller using VSDN register message.
The routing updates received from other MDVSDN controllers or peers are stored
in the routing information base (RIB). After routing process [110, 250] processes the
updates using defined routing policies, the routes are stored in RIB.
The admission control, in Figure 6.4, maintains network status of paths including
bandwidth. The admission control gives the MDVSDN controller an idea about status
of network resources.
In Figure 6.4, the policy control provides consistency among VSDN controllers.
The policy control contains information about communication policies among network
domains. The text-based policies of network operator are converted into network
configuration [205] using a policy translator. The policy control enforces security
constraints that are configured by the network operator [284] and agreed upon by
peering networks [331].
In Figure 6.5, the MDVSDN controller subscribes to topology updates from reg-
istered VSDN controllers, allowing the MDVSDN controller to build an aggregated
view of network. The topology builder, in Figure 6.4, constructs the network topology
using the topology updates from the VSDN controllers. The broker that the MD-
VSDN controller subscribes to decouples MDVSDN controller and VSDN controllers
in time, space, and synchronization, thus increasing scalability of MDVSDN.
The routing module is used by the QoS process for finding feasible paths. The
routing module paths may not be the optimum path because the network topology is
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Figure 6.5.: VSDN publish-subscribe interaction diagram, illustrating how MDVSDN
controller subscribes to topology updates.
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an aggregated representation of the actual network. The path is a feasible path—path
that meets video application QoS requirement. The routing module uses heuristics
presented in [330] to identify feasible paths where source of inaccuracies is aggregation
process that occurs in hierarchically interconnected networks [330]. The RM returns
a list of subgraphs or paths that meet QoS constraints such as bandwidth, jitter, and
delay [200].
6.4.2 Controller to Controller Communication
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Figure 6.6.: MDVSDN controller communication, illustrating how independent MD-
VSDN controllers communicate to establish a multi-domain end-to-end path. The
VSDN controller and MDVSDN controller use the same protocol and messages which
simplifies VSDN protocol and design.
The MDVSDN controllers communicate with one another to establish an end-to-
end path over the Internet where there are tens of thousands of independent domains.
When the MDVSDN controller receives a request that destination prefix is outside of
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its domain, the MDVSDN controller looks up the prefix in its RIB. The MDVSDN
controller calculates a path to next MDVSDN controller that is in the path of the
destination and sends next hop MDVSDN controller VSDN request message. The
next hop MDVSDN controller looks at the destination prefix and determines if the
prefix is reachable. If destination is reachable, the MDVSDN controller calculates a
feasible path and requests the VSDN controllers to configure a feasible path within
their domains.
After the VSDN controllers configure feasible path, they send an accept message
to the MDVSDN controller. The MDVSDN controller, after receiving the accept mes-
sages from the VSDN controllers, returns an accept message to source MDVSDN con-
troller. The source MDVSDN controller calculates feasible path through the VSDN
controllers, sends the VSDN controllers request message, after receiving the accept
messages from the VSDN controllers, the MDVSDN controller returns the accept
message to the VSDN controller that initially requested service. The VSDN con-
troller that requested multi-domain network service configures a feasible path through
its network domain, completing multi-domain path. The accept message is sent to
sender. Figure 6.6 illustrates communication between MDVSDN controllers.
6.5 Simulation Results
Figure 6.7 illustrates VSDN messages generated by MDVSDN with two VSDN
domains when network clients request service from the network. The VSDN message
is 400 when the network client requests are 50. The vsdn-request and vsdn-accept
messages equal 400 because each local VSDN controller processes packets that des-
tination is local to its network. The mdvsdn-request and mdvsdn-accept message
count equals 100 because there are two local controller domain managed by MD-
VSDN controller. Each VSDN domain controller sends inter-domain traffic request
to MDVSDN controller, increasing the request and accept messages in network ser-
vice layer—MDVSDN controller. The VSDN message count continues to increase as
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network client requests increases, in Figure 6.7. The highest VSDN message count
is 14,000 when the network client requests are 500. The message complexity of MD-
VSDN is linear, in Figure 6.7. The MDVSDN controller messages are one-fourth the
VSDN messages generated by the VSDN controller.
6.6 Related Works
Distributed Virtual Network Operations Center (DvNOC) [275] is a multi-domain
SDN network framework [276] which combines SDN operations and management
across multiple domains, integrating SDN and non-SDN environments. DvNOC in-
corporate three functionalities—multi-domain network awareness, efficient NOC-to-
NOC cooperation, and user-oriented virtual network management. MDVSDN unlike
DvNOC, which focuses on NOC-to-NOC collaboration, is specific to real-time interac-
tive video applications across multi-domain SDN [276]. DvNOC uses east-westbound
API to communicate between controllers in independent domains. The MDVSDN
controllers—domain level communicate indirectly with one another using the service
layer. The domain level controllers register with MDVSDN service layer that in-
structs the local controllers to configure end-to-end paths. MDVSDN service layer
coordinates the multi-domain flow management.
The author [125] proposes a new inter-network paradigm that maintains hetero-
geneous Internet with independent domains, but incorporates market-driven multi-
ple broker services between independent administrative domains [125]. The market-
driven brokers in the control plane drive evolution and improvements during pol-
icy negotiation. The policy agreement between network domains is driven through
market-driven incentives. MDVSDN avoids providing financial incentives for deliver-
ing video over multi-domain SDN. This chapter focuses on solving the technological
challenges including multi-domain flow management using MDVSDN. MDVSDN and
solution [125] are similar because both solutions provide a choice of end-to-end ser-
vices using customer requirements, but differs because customer service varies between
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service providers-brokers [125]. MDVSDN has four services tiers that the customer
can choose. Service providers and independent domain that agrees to support VSDN
services provide the same tier service to customer. The solution [125] may be used
by MDVSDN for providing better QoS in each tier, thus using cognitive brokers with
machine learning to route more intelligently.
Distributed Multi-domain SDN Controllers (DISCO) [60] is an open and exten-
sible distributed control plan which manages Wide-Area Networks (WANs) such as
the Internet. Each domain has its own SDN controller that manages its own net-
work resources. The independent SDN controllers communicate with one another
using a light-weight control channel [61]. The SDN controllers build a network-wide
topology by sharing network state across control channels. DISCO provides failure
recovery for inter-domain disruptions and end-to-end priority service requests, and
supports virtual machine migration. Although MDVSDN and DISCO are similar in
the service they provide, their architecture differs. The independent controllers of
MDVSDN communicate indirectly through the service layer—brokers are responsible
for finding end-to-end path for QoS request. Unlike Disco, MDVSDN local controllers
communicate with one another using the service layer. MDVSDN uses a hierarchy
architecture that allows local controller to control its network resources similar to
DISCO. MDVSDN is design to support real-time interactive video applications such
as Google Hangouts [332] and Skype [333].
B4 is a private WAN that connects the data centers of Google across the globe [273].
B4 main objective is to increase bandwidth utilization between data centers, where
large scale data copies are performed. The applications that data traverses B4
network are prioritized, allowing higher priority applications to use more of band-
width—dynamically allocating bandwidth as needed. B4 [273] uses SDN to central-
ized traffic engineering between data centers. MDVSDN is similar to B4 because
the requirements of application drives adaptability of network—network adapts to
QoS need of the application. MDVSDN differs from B4 because MDVSDN does not
adapt network bandwidth with the application demands. MDVSDN guarantees QoS
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to video application. The request is rejected if MDVSDN is unable to fulfill the
request [2].
Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN) [200] is a network architecture
which provides end-to-end QoS for real-time interactive video applications such as
videoconferencing and distance learning. VSDN selects the optimum path among
multiple paths [200]. The VSDN is a protocol that allows video applications to
request service from the network. VSDN uses a tiered service model that allows video
applications to request three levels of services—CIF, ED, and HD. MDVSDN builds on
the idea of VSDN, introducing hierarchical VSDN network to improve the scalability
of network. VSDN assumes a single controller for network which is infeasible for the
Internet. Furthermore, independent VSDN controllers lack multi-domain network-
wide view. The VSDN controllers are unable to locate the feasible multi-domain
path. Similar to using independent VSDN controllers, MDVSDN adheres to video
application request such as HD, but may not find the optimal path, an inherent
behavior of hierarchical network architectures [330].
6.7 Conclusions
This chapter presented Multi-Domain Video over Software-Defined Networking
(MDVSDN), a network architecture that provides end-to-end QoS for real-time in-
teractive video applications across independent domains. This chapter describes the
architectural features of MDVSDN. A prototype of MDVSDN was implemented and
its behavior was analyzed using message complexity. The message complexity of MD-
VSDN is linear. MDVSDN selects feasible multi-domain path for real-time interactive
video applications, improving the QoS and performance of video application across
independent VSDN domains.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
”The internal topologies of many networks are such that multiple paths can be found
between most points. A major limitation of conventional IP forwarding is that single-
metric, shortest-path trees use only one of the possible paths towards any given desti-
nation.” Grenville Armitage
This thesis developed a network architecture that provides QoS for real-time inter-
active video applications such as videoconferencing, distant learning, and telesurgery.
In Chapter 1, this thesis outlined the requirements for a network architecture that
supports real-time interactive video applications. The requirements were:
• The network applications and services needed centralized control of network
resources.
• The network applications and services needed ability to program the behavior
of network.
• The network needed to reject requests that the network is unable to service.
• The network needed to perform constraint based routing using bandwidth, de-
lay, jitter, and reliability.
• The network needed to know traffic rates in advance.
• The network needed to enforce network policies consistently.
• The network architecture needed to support multi-domain end-to-end QoS path
selection.
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The network architectures such as DiffServ, IntServ, and MPLS were unable to
meet requirements of the proposed network architecture. The network architectures
had limitations such as inability to reject flows and select a feasible end-to-end path
among multiple destination paths; therefore, the primary thesis research question
was:
What is the network architecture needed to support real-time interactive
video applications?
In Chapter 2, this thesis summarized SDN research and presented taxonomy of
SDN research. Chapter 2 gave motivation of this work and related the proposed
network architecture to previous work on SDN. This thesis builds on SDN to develop
a network architecture that determines how traffic flows through the network.
In Chapter 3, this thesis presented a network architecture and resource provi-
sioning protocol—Video over Software-Defined Networking (VSDN) that selected a
feasible constrained path among multiple paths to support real-time interactive video
applications. VSDN used SDN network-wide view to manage network resources such
as bandwidth. The message complexity of VSDN was linear.
In Chapter 4, ERSDN addressed VSDN controller scalability issue by reducing net-
work events processed in the control plane by 430%. In Chapter 5, RVSDN addressed
issue of finding the most reliable path for real-time interactive video applications such
as telesurgery which requires reliability, bandwidth, delay, and jitter. RVSDN ser-
viced 31 times more requests than VSDN and MPLS explicit routing when reliability
constraint was 0.995 or greater. In Chapter 6, MDVSDN addressed the issue of select-
ing a feasible end-to-end path across independent domains. The message complexity
of MDVSDN was linear.
The network architecture needed to support real-time interactive video applica-
tions has a logically centralized control plane that makes decisions using the network-
wide view. The network architecture allows network applications and services to
program the behavior of network. The network architecture knows network traffic
characteristics in advance. The network architecture has linear message complexity.
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The network architecture has an API that accepts three input parameters. The net-
work architecture has a traffic engineering service that selects feasible multi-domain
paths using bandwidth, delay, jitter, and reliability. The network architecture rejects
requests that the network is unable to service.
7.1 Future Work
This thesis identifies five areas of future research.
• Implement VSDN in testbed and analyze how VSDN responds to changes in
video application workload and traffic patterns
• Add ability to MDVSDN for selecting trusted paths such as routing traffic
around certain locations during bad weather or where physical security is a
concern
• Abstract and convert VSDN routing module (RM) to a TE service where other
applications can request path selection service such as path selection using prox-
imity to improve performance of VM migration and content delivery networks
• Extend VSDN prototype to support real world applications such as Google
Hangouts and Microsoft Skype, illustrating how VSDN can improve perfor-
mance of real-time interactive video applications
• Integrate VSDN into Mininet network emulator that creates network of virtual
hosts, switches, controllers, and links on a laptop or personal computer
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Appendix A Data Tables
The data set used to generate Figure 3.7.
Requests Set Unset Request Accept Remove Error Total
500 2004 2000 2000 3000 3000 0 12005
1000 4004 4000 4000 6002 6000 0 24007
2000 8004 8000 8000 12000 12000 0 48005
3000 12004 12000 12000 18000 18000 0 72005
3500 14004 14000 14000 21000 21000 0 84005
4000 16004 16000 16000 24000 24000 0 96005
The data set used to generate Figure 3.8.
Requests Set Unset Request Accept Remove Error Total
500 2505 2500 2500 3498 3500 0 14504
1000 5005 5000 5000 7000 7000 0 29006
2000 10005 10000 10000 14000 14000 0 58006
3000 15005 15000 15000 20999 21000 0 87005
3500 17505 17500 17500 24495 24500 0 101501
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The data set used to generate Figure 5.4.
Reliability RVSDN MPLS VSDN
0.90 103333 33333 103333
0.91 103333 33333 103333
0.92 103333 33333 103333
0.93 103333 33333 103333
0.94 103333 33333 103333
0.95 103333 33333 103333
0.96 103333 33333 103333
0.97 103333 33333 103333
0.98 103333 33333 70000
0.99 103333 33333 36666
0.993 103333 33333 36666
0.995 103333 3333 3333
0.996 103333 3333 3333
0.997 103333 3333 3333
0.998 103333 3333 3333
0.999 103333 3333 3333
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Appendix B Network Topologies
The network topology used to generate Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.
void initialize6NodeTopology ()
{
// addEdge(source , target , bandWidth , delay , jitter , name)
graph.addEdge(A, B, 40000 , 5.5f, 5, "A-B");
graph.addEdge(B, C, 40000 , 5.0f, 8, "B-Edge -C");
graph.addEdge(B, E, 40000 , 8.0f, 7, "B-E");
graph.addEdge(D, E, 40000 , 7.0f, 5, "D-E");
graph.addEdge(A, D, 40000 , 5.0f, 5, "A-D");
graph.addEdge(C, E, 40000 , 6.0f, 5, "Edge -C-E");
graph.addEdge(F, A, 40000 , 5.0f, 5, "Edge -F-A");
graph.addEdge(F, D, 40000 , 2.0f, 5, "Edge -F-D");
}
The network topology used to generate Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.
void initialize13NodeTopology ()
{
// addEdge(source , target , bandWidth , delay , jitter , name)
graph.addEdge(A, B, 40000 , 5.5f, 1, "Edge -A-B");
graph.addEdge(A, C, 40000 , 5.5f, 1, "Edge -A-C");
graph.addEdge(A, D, 40000 , 5.5f, 1, "Edge -A-D");
graph.addEdge(B, E, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "B-E");
graph.addEdge(B, C, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "B-C");
graph.addEdge(B, F, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "B-F");
graph.addEdge(C, F, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "C-F");
graph.addEdge(C, D, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "C-D");
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graph.addEdge(C, G, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "C-G");
graph.addEdge(D, G, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "D-G");
graph.addEdge(E, H, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "E-H");
graph.addEdge(F, I, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "F-I");
graph.addEdge(G, J, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "G-J");
graph.addEdge(E, K, 40000 , 8.0f, 1, "E-K");
graph.addEdge(K, I, 40000 , 7.0f, 1, "K-I");
graph.addEdge(F, K, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "F-K");
graph.addEdge(K, H, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "K-H");
graph.addEdge(M, F, 40000 , 8.0f, 1, "M-F");
graph.addEdge(M, G, 40000 , 7.0f, 1, "M-G");
graph.addEdge(M, J, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "M-J");
graph.addEdge(M, I, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "M-I");
graph.addEdge(L, H, 40000 , 6.0f, 1, "Edge -L-H");
graph.addEdge(L, I, 40000 , 5.0f, 1, "Edge -L-I");
graph.addEdge(L, J, 40000 , 2.0f, 1, "Edge -L-J");
}
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Appendix C SDN Lab Experience
My plan was to develop VSDN on the HP VAN Controller. The lab had one HP
2900 series Openflow switch that connected two application servers and one HP VAN
controller that I installed [334,335]. HP gives the developer a 60-day trial license for
the HP VAN controller which has 50-node limit. The HP VAN controller SDK [336]
is substantial and was new at the time of research. The challenging aspect of the
research was mapping the concepts of the VSDN architecture into the HP SDN con-
troller and switch architecture [337]. For example, the topology monitor of VSDN
with the topology monitor of the HP VAN controller. The HP VAN controller targets
enterprise-ready networking applications, requiring a collaboration and development
effort from a team of researchers. The configuration of the HP switch [338] was chal-
lenging, learning the commands and how the HP switch behaves. A major challenge
was configuring the Linux operating system and ensuring the correct dependencies
were installed on the application servers, HP VAN controller, and switch.
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